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M

ention Thailand and people usually think of three
things: the beaches, the food, the temples. Which is
great, because those are three things that Thailand
does seriously well. If that’s what you’ve come here for then
you’re most definitely in the right place, and this book should
serve as a handy guide to point you in the direction of all the
incredible tropical sands, palate-challenging street food and
awe-inspiring Buddhist shrines that have kept this nation at
the top of every traveler’s must-visit destinations list.
But there’s also so much more to the Kingdom than that.
Dig deeper and you’ll discover a fascinating country which
embraces contemporary trends while making them its own.
Take Bangkok, where a young generation of entrepreneurs,
chefs, designers and bar owners are channeling all of the things
which make Thailand so special into a vibrant culture quite
unlike anywhere else in the region. Of course, you’ll find the
biggest luxury designer labels at architecturally stunning new
shopping developments, as well as restaurants turning out
the pinnacle of contemporary fine dining, but you can also
expect a local fashion, art, design and dining scene which is
challenging itself to do something different and coming back
with powerful results. A trip to Bangkok without drinking the
local craft brews coming out of Chinatown’s bars (see page
57), shopping for cutting-edge gifts from breakthrough Thai
designers (see page 64), or chowing down on fusion flavors at
Thonglor’s Thai-style tapas joints (see page 48) would be an
opportunity wasted.
And it’s not just in the city where you’ll discover a patriotic
nation undergoing a cultural reboot. Local art thrives in the
Northern capital, Chiang Mai, where internationally revered
contemporary artists are fueling one of the most vibrant
art scenes in all of Asia, (see page 40). Meanwhile down on
Phuket, an island which had for too long turned its back
on its remarkable Sino-Portuguese heritage, locals are now
embracing a culture alive with incredible food and remarkable
heritage architecture (see page 30).
But back to those beaches. We’re guessing you don’t want
to leave before some serious island relaxation time, and you
can’t go wrong with Koh Samui, where the notion of wellness
retreats has been taken to a whole other level (see page 22). So
pull up a sun lounger, crack open a coconut and enjoy!
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FIRST
LOOK
Thailand is a place of extraordinary landscapes. Whether it’s the
mist-shrouded mountains of the North or the limestone-encircled
turquoise lagoons of the South, there’s rarely a time when the
country doesn’t seem like it’s showing off with just how much
nature has blessed it. But natural wonders are just half the story
of any visit here. From tucking into delicious barbecued meat at
the side of the road and shopping for super-luxe fashion labels
in the mall, to trekking through mountainous jungles and scubadiving in pristine waters, here are just some of the things which
make Thailand so special.
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RATTANAKOSIN
Most of the action in Bangkok has shifted far from the wide,
tree-lined avenues of the Old Town. That makes the area all the
more charming. Hop on a bicycle to get your fill of administrative
buildings built in neo-classical and art deco styles, gleaming earlyRattanakosin temples and Sino-European-style shop-houses. But
do make sure you pop into the star attractions: Wat Pho (home
to the 43-meter-long reclining Buddha), the Grand Palace (where
you’ll also find the Emerald Buddha) and the National Museum,
whose new gallery features a beautiful showcase of Buddhist
masterpieces spanning back a thousand years.

THE GRAND PALACE
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NUEA TOON NANG LOENG

STREET FOOD
Bangkok’s legendary street food can be a daunting experience
for a first-timer. How do I order? What is that they’re selling?
Can I even sit here? But jump in open-minded and you’ll
discover some of the most incredible flavors this city has to
offer. Like at Nai Mong (545 Plubpla Chai Rd., 089-7733133. Open Wed-Mon 11am-9:30pm), a favorite of Thai-food
master chef David Thompson, which dishes out the deliciously
moreish Thai oyster omelet known as hoy tod. Or Som Tam
Krok Yai (Silom Soi 20. Open Tue-Sun Noon-10pm) on the
bustling Silom Road, where you’ll find some of the most
delicious Isaan-style grilled meat in town. Sure, Bangkok has a
lot of amazing, world-class restaurants right now too (see page
51 for those), but jumping from a B30 bowl of noodles into
a chic craft cocktail lounge is what makes this city so special.
12
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CENTRAL EMBASSY

LUXE SHOPPING
Hunting down the finer things in life has never been
this exciting, or rewarding, in Bangkok. With the recent
openings of Central Embassy and EmQuartier, the
city’s downtown has turned into a battleground for
luxury brands, from foodie faves like Pierre Herme to
established icons like Ralph Lauren, whose two-story
flagship store is one of the world’s most impressive.
Locally-crafted objects are continually increasing
in quality, too. The shagreen consoles of Alexander
Lamont, the brass tables of P. Tendercool and the silk
fabrics of Jim Thompson may just have you booking a
shipping container to bring all your bounty back home.
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Thamah

Taste the river life

The urbanists’ new and trendiest destination by the Chao Phraya river is the center for both tourists and locals to
explore the arts and cultural heritage while indulging in the relaxing riverside atmosphere.
Here, you can find riverside eateries, as well as art & culture market in the historical charm of the old town Bangkok.
You can also take the boat ride from Tha Maharaj pier to experience the local life along the Chao Phraya and into
the various canals.

1/11 Trok Mahathat, Maharaj Road,
Phranakorn District, Bangkok 10200,
Tel. 02-024-1393, Fax. 02-024-1394

Thamaharaj_2.indd 1
10-21 FIRST LOOK_NEW_3.indd 15

www.thamaharaj.com

info@thamaharaj.com

Tha Maharaj

Thamaharaj
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DOI ANGKHANG

NORTHERN MOUNTAINS
In some of the best restaurants in Bangkok, you’re almost
bound to be served food sourced from the Royal Projects.
King Bhumibol Adulyadej’s initiative to grow low-yield, highvalue crops from Europe started right here, on the spectacular,
temperate slopes of Doi Angkhang. One of the highest points in
the country is now the setting for many a romantic scene from
Thai movies, thanks to picture-perfect fields of pears, peaches,
strawberries and blueberries. The sight of Northeastern
Thailand’s hilltribe people tilling the fields in their indigenous
dress is also not to be missed.
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COFFEE
Bangkokians can only look on in envy
at what the cafes of Chiang Mai can
do with a good single origin roast. In
the past few years, the Northern Thai
capital has established itself firmly as a
go-to destination on the serious coffee
drinkers’ map of the world thanks to
a climate perfect for growing piquant,
flavor-packed beans, coupled with young
locals willing to go to serious extremes
in the name of making the perfect cup
of coffee. To discover just how good a
latte can taste, don’t miss paying a visit
to local barista Arnon Thitprasert, fifth
place finisher in the 2015 World Latte
Art Championships, at his hit coffee
shop Doppio Ristr8to—just one of a
number of the town’s incredible cafes.
For the full list, see page 46.
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Ruen U

The Soulful Science of Thai Cuisine
Thailand’s culinary repertoire has always been a blend of art and science. At Ruen Urai - “the
House of Gold”- dishes are prepared with passion and flair based on an intimate knowledge
of ingredients and their flavours, textures, and aromas. Discover the secret oasis of Ruen Urai.
Casual dining and bar from noon to 11 p.m.
Ruen Urai at the Rose Hotel 118 Soi Na Wat Hualumphong, Surawongse Road
Tel. (66)2 266 8268-72 www.rosehotelbkk.com www.ruen-urai.com

Ruen FIRST
Urai.indd
8
10-21
LOOK_NEW_3.indd
19
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THE SIMILAN ISLANDS

BEACHES
Thanks to a slew of edgy beach clubs and waterside fine-dining venues, Phuket’s beaches are becoming increasingly sophisticated. But those simply looking to get away from it all will
be well served by the quieter stretches of sand that remain towards the north of the island, such as Mai Khao Beach. Brave
a speedboat ride and the views can get downright unreal. The
Similan Islands, a national park 109km from Phuket, offers
some of the clearest turquoise waters and whitest sand in the
region. And you can be back in Phuket for dinner. For those
seeking a longer journey, charter a yacht down to the Malaysian border, where Koh Rok offers visions of paradise lost far
from Phuket’s day trippers.
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ISLAND
THERAPY
Why Samui is Thailand’s go-to island
for those who want to embark on the
ultimate wellness retreat.
By Lily Kittisrikangwan

SIX SENSES SAMUI
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T

hat Samui is a beach paradise is no big news. It ranked 4th on the Top
10 Travellers’ Choice Islands Asia on TripAdvisor last year thanks to
bucket-list tropical island must-haves like super-clear water, pristine
shorelines and beautiful luxury resorts. But not everyone realizes that Koh
Samui is also Thailand’s original island of healing—a stunning spiritual retreat
that is now home to some of the best wellness resorts in the world.
IN THE BEGINNING
Koh Samui’s wellness industry goes back 22 years, when The Spa Samui opened
to become one of the first destination-health spas in Thailand. Still open today
as The Spa Resort, it offers a humble range of detox cleanses, yoga courses and
meditation sessions for guests of its simple but cozy seaside bungalows.
But more ambitious projects were soon to follow. Koh Samui native Kanyapha Kitjapirak first took German architect Detlef Dirksen and South African
publisher Shelly Popla to visit her home island back in the 1980s, and together
they saw the potential for an entirely unique style of day spa for Samui. “Apart
from the beaches and forested mountains, we fell in love with its stunningly
beautiful granite rock formations,” explains Kanyapha.
Together, they used these natural rock formations to create a day spa we
now know as Tamarind Springs resort. Giant boulders, steam caves, rock
pools and waterfalls provide the canvas around which a series of treatment
spaces and rental villas have grown over time. It’s all a world away from Koh
Samui’s increasingly fast-paced beach scene, tucked amid natural forest and
looking out upon incredible views. Guest rooms bring the outdoors in, with
walls built around boulders which jut into the living spaces, and ficus trees
growing in open-air bathrooms.
The resort further maximizes its location with the treatments offered at its Forest Spa, where every guest starts their session with a walk through herbal steam
caves and rock pools to soothe the skin, relax the muscles and calm the mind.
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THE AGE OF THE SPA RESORT
It was not long before more spa resorts followed. Kamalaya (a
Sanskrit name meaning Lotus Realm) started to push boundaries in 2003 to become an internationally recognized wellness destination providing spiritual healing therapies drawn
from Eastern and Western traditions.The vast list of programs
includes sleep enhancement, personal yoga synergy, traditional Chinese medicine, naturopathy, homeopathy, Ayurveda, Reiki, and emotional and spiritual healing.All of this takes
place at a stunning five-star resort set into a cliff above an
isolated beach. In fact, the resort just recently won Best Destination Spa at the Conde Nast Traveller Spa Awards 2016.
Over the years, detox and yoga treatments have multiplied across the island. Take Absolute Sanctuary: perched
on a foothill overlooking Choeng Mon Beach, the Moroccan-style boutique resort, opened in 2011, is now bestknown for its colonic detox programs that range from a
one-day sampler to a complete holistic detox program.
Absolute’s executive director, Claire Bostock, explains
how their guests have come to expect more from a wellness resort over time: “In recent years, we’ve started to realize that our guests have more requirements. We can’t do a
one-size-fits-all approach, so we’re always developing new
ways to cater to these different needs, from the beginners’
detox programme to holistic detox, as well as anti-stress
and weight management. We even have practitioners who
are shared among the resorts on Samui because they specialize in different alternative therapies.”
Clean food is now a big part of the wellness experience,
and Bostock explains how spa cuisine has developed over
time. “Visitors are not limited to just spa cuisine, contrary
to popular belief,” she says. “Absolute has introduced delicious clean cuisine at the Love Kitchen in recent years, run
by our clean food delivery service in Bangkok, Absolute
Fit Food.”
WELLNESS GOES MAINSTREAM
Such uncompromisingly healthy offerings are no longer
limited to dedicated wellness resorts, either. “There must be
hundreds of spa operations on the island today,” says Kanyapha of Tamarind Springs. “Even though not all of them are
professionally operated, due to competition their quality has
improved substantially over the years.”
Understanding that travelers seek more than just a “party” holiday, most luxury resorts now include treatments or
consultations in their spa menu that go way beyond Thai

24

and aromatherapy massages. At Six Senses Samui, one of
the island’s most luxurious properties perched on its northern tip, visiting spa practitioners ensure that guests are well
catered for with Reiki and body treatments like the detoxifying seaweed body wrap.
Want a session of hydrotherapy? Head to Banyan Tree
resort, where the spa’s “Vitality Pool” promises to relieve
aches and pains.
Even Samui’s most happening design resort, W Retreat
Koh Samui, offers plenty more than trendy pool villas and
stunning sunset views at the signature Woo Bar. Pachchanya Worrasednorragorn, Spa and Energy Manager of Away
Spa, explains: “There’s definitely a clear trend that our visitors are more health-conscious. They may be drinking and
partying all night, but they also want to look after themselves, which is why we offer a detox package, healthy food
at the spa’s Tonic Bar as well as packages to help guests
fully de-stress.”
MIND & BODY
But wellness isn’t all about lying back and relaxing in
the spa. More is being done on Samui to provide resort
guests with the latest fitness equipment and workout
classes. Kamalaya recently gave its fitness center a complete revamp, while Absolute Sanctuary has added a range
of new fitness activities to its facilities under the Absolute
You brand. These include Pilates reformer, core suspension classes, aqua-aerobics and bootcamp. Yoga-specialist
Samahita Retreat, founded in 2003 on the south coast
of Koh Samui, has just launched its own YogaCoreCycle
classes, which integrate yoga meditation with core and
strength work like TRX, Bosus, stability balls as well as
high-intensity cardio cycle workouts—all with stunning
sea views.
“On top of water sports, the island has such a wide range
of sports and fitness classes, from salsa to pole-dancing—
you name it,” says Pachchanya. W Retreat also has Muay
Thai as an option, on top of other activity packages that
provide guests with as many fitness alternatives as possible.
All of this means that your next vacation on Koh Samui
is likely to mean more than just pretty views of the Gulf
of Thailand and crazy nightlife. With cutting-edge facilities
sitting side by side with soothing alternative healing practices, beautiful luxury hotels and delicious healthy cuisine,
travelers can indulge in a stay that will leave them feeling
pure, refreshed and rejuvenated.

ESSENTIALS
The Spa Resort
171/2 Moo 3, Lamai
Beach, 077-231-049.
thesparesorts.net
Tamarind Springs
205/7 Thong Takian,
080-569-6654 .
tamarindsprings.com
Kamalaya Koh Samui
102/9 Moo 3, Laem
Set Rd., 077-429-800.
kamalaya.com
Absolute Sanctuary
88 Moo 5, Bophut,
077-601-190.
absolutesanctuary.com
Six Senses Samui
9/10 Moo 5, Bophut,
077-245-678.
bit.ly/1UsyuHO
Banyan Tree
99/9 Moo 4, Maret 077915-333. bit.ly/1V6jno6
W Retreat Koh Samui
4/1 Moo 1, Mae
Nam, 077-915-999.
wretreatkohsamui.com
Samahita Retreat
55/20-24 Moo 4,
Namuang, 077-920-090.
samahitaretreat.com
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SAMUI
The best things to see, do and
enjoy on this island escape.
NIKKI BEACH
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FLIGHT OF THE GIBBON
Koh Pha Ngan, 053-010-660. www.tree
topasia.com
Beyond the beaches of Koh Pha Ngan,
visitors can explore the wilderness on
this eco-adventure canopy tour. The latest attraction on the island enables you
to take in spectacular treetop views on
ziplines that cover over three kilometers
of the island's rainforest. The company
also provides a speedboat service to and
from Koh Samui,only 13 kilometers away.

FINE DINING

DINING ON THE ROCKS
Six Senses, 9/10 Moo 5, Baan Plai
Laem, Bophut, 077-245-678. Open
daily 5-10:30pm. www.sixsenses.com/
resorts/samui/destination
The restaurant at Six Senses resort lives
up to its name, positioned on a rocky
outcrop above Bophut Beach. With its
very own garden on-site, the playful
dishes are made with the freshest vegetables and herbs, and draw from various
global cuisines. Dining on the Rocks also
has one of the island’s best wine cellars.
FLIGHT OF THE GIBBON

H BISTRO

ATTRACTIONS

ANGTHONG MARINE PARK
145/1 Talad Lang Rd., Talad, 077-286025, 077-280-222. Closed annually Nov
1-Dec 15. angthong_np@hotmail.com,
reserve@dnp.go.th
Only 20km northwest of Samui, this
marine national park covers 102 sq kilometers and contains over 40 beautiful islands. The two main highlights are
Koh Mae Koh (Mother Island) where
you can see a lagoon encircled by cliffs,
and Koh Wua Ta Lub (Sleeping Cow
Island) where you can choose to either
chill on the beach or trek to the hilltop
for a superb view.

HIN TA HIN YAI
Lamai Beach, Maret. TAT Contact Center
1672
Forget the sex museums of Europe, this
is truly au naturel. Hin Ta is a rock pillar that looks like a penis and Hin Yai
is a rock that looks like a vagina (you
need a bit of imagination on this one).
On the way back, stop for some kalamae, a local candy. B20 parking fee and
free entry.

NA MUANG WATERFALLS

WAT PHRA YAI

Off Taweeratpakdee Rd. (Route 4169),
Na Muang. Open daily 9am-5pm. TAT
Contact Center 1672
Set in thick tropical rainforest, the two
cascades of Na Muang are most dramatic after the rainy season or between
Sep-Mar. Accessible by car, Na Muang 1
is 18 meters tall and has a natural pool
for swimming, while the 80-meter-tall
Na Muang 2 is more picturesque but
does involve a 30-minute hike to get
there—well worth it.

Koh Fan, Bophut. Open daily 6am-6pm.
TAT Contact Center 1672
Located on a small island called Koh
Fan, connected by a bridge north of the
airport, this famous temple is home to
a 12-meter-high golden Buddha statue.
The temple sits on the top of a hill and
is reached by a series of steps. Once at
the summit you can catch some impressive views of the island’s beaches, Koh
Phangan and the Gulf of Thailand.

WALKING STREETS

An hour's ferry ride from Koh Samui takes
you to this sister island, well-known for its
night-long Full Moon Parties, held based
on a monthly basis according to the Lunar calendar.While the backpacker crowd
stays around Rin Beach, also known as
Sunrise beach, where the parties happen, the beautiful white sands are in the
quieter north around Khuad and Thian
beaches.

There now seems to be a night market
almost every day of the week. Our favorite is the Friday Bophut walking
street, stretching along the entire Fisherman’s Village Street, where wooden
shop-houses are home to cool restaurants, cafes, shops and guesthouses.
Street vendors sell everything from food
and cooking ingredients to souvenirs
made from coconuts. Maenam walking
street is also great for cheap eats and
takes place every Thursday, 5-10pm,
while every Saturday, 5-10pm, Lamai
Beach walking street is known for its
focus on food and clothes.

KOH PHA NGAN

Hansar Samui, 101/28 Moo 1, Bophut,
077-245-511. Open
daily
6:3010:30am, 11:30am-4pm, 6-11pm (last
order at 10:30pm). www.hansarsamui.
com/h-bistro
As a former chef for the King of Jordan, Stephan Jean Dion knows all about
meeting diners’ high expectations. The
Canadian-born executive chef at the
Hansar hotel serves up French-Mediterranean cuisine using top-quality ingredients like French oysters and Hokkaido scallops, flown in from all over
the world.

JAHN
49/8-9 Moo 4, Hillcrest Road., TalingNgam, 077-915-888. Open daily 5pm-late
(last orders 10pm, sometimes closed MonTue so call in advance). goo.gl/L0oBIk
The chef at Conrad Koh Samui has
cooked all over Europe at Michelin-star
restaurants like France’s Au Chapon Fin
and Restaurant Molenberg in Belgium.
At Jahn, he prepares Thai food like tom
yum goong (hot-and sour shrimp soup)
and papaya salad, adding a refined twist
with imported ingredients. The setting
is also pretty opulent, and sports some
dramatic views.
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KOH

KO SENG

Four Seasons Resort, 219 Moo 5,
Angthong, 077-243-000. Open daily
6:30-11am, noon-10pm. www.fourseasons.com/kohsamui
Perched on top of the hill at Four Seasons resort, Koh is headed by a Spanish
executive chef, Alex Gares, who previously worked at Michelin-star restaurants including el Bulli and Lasarte in
Catalonia. Inspired by Southern Thai
flavors, Gares serves top-quality items
that are sourced as locally as possible,
such as deep-fried soft-shell crab with
black pepper and garlic sauce.

95 Moo 1, Taweeratpakdee Rd., Mae Nam,
077-425-365. Open daily 10am-9pm
Long-adored by locals for its intriguing blend of Chinese and Southern Thai
dishes, this restaurant has been serving up fresh seafood for more than 50
years. The menu changes depending on
the day’s catch, to be enjoyed steamed,
stir-fried or dished up in a distinctive
Southern-style tom yam soup. They also
grow their own organic vegetables.

NAMU
W Retreat Koh Samui, 4/1 Moo 1, Mae
Nam, 077-915-999. Open daily Mon-Thu
6-11pm (last order at 10:30pm); Fri-Sun,
11am-4pm, 6-11pm. www.wretreatkohsamui.com
A Korean chef heads Namu, the stylish
flagship restaurant at the equally chic
W Retreat Koh Samui, turning out reinvented classic Japanese dishes through a
blend of Asian and Western flavors. The
results are intriguing and artistic dishes
like hamachi sashimi (Japanese amberjack) with leek and Mexican chili mint
dressing or Maine lobster with stir-fried
udon noodles and chili.

LOCAL EATERIES

HAAD BANG PO

Moo 6, Bang Po Beach, Mae Nam,
081-788-8936. Open daily 10am-10pm
Run by Khun Moo, who has over 20
years’ experience working as a chef in
high-end hotels, this beachfront restaurant offers a very local taste in a rustic
setting. Expect classic seafood dishes
like khai jiew hor mok (omelet with
spicy curry seafood), wai kua (octopus
in dried curry) and gaeng kua hed lup
(sea anemone curry).

JAN HOM
7/3 Moo 6, Bang Por Beach, Mae Nam,
077-236-458. Open daily 10am-10pm
Right on the beach, this is the place to
go if you want authentic Southern-style
dishes along with fresh seafood. Get a
table on the sand and order the signature nam prik goong sod (vegetables
with shrimp relish) and gaeng som (sour
tamarind soup).
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KRUA CHAO BAAN
438/18 Rob Koh Rd., Moo 1, Maret, 077418-589. Open daily 10am-10pm. tinyurl.
com/lyj9kxm
Krua Chao Baan sits in three wooden
houses right next to the white sands of
Lamai Beach. The menu is big on Southern recipes such as yellow gaeng som
(spicy sour soup), stir-fried shrimp with
sataw beans and hormok talay (crab
eggs in steamed curry). Don’t miss their
specialty, khai-jiew Krua Chao Baan, a
seafood-stuffed omelet that looks more
like a Spanish tortilla. As an added bonus, the beach is beautiful and you can
work off those calories by taking their
free kayak out for a paddle.

SABEINGLAE
438/82 Moo 1, Maret, 077-233-082. Open
daily 10am-10pm. www.sabienglae.com
One of the best venues on the island for
seafood, Sabeinglae offers a long list of
authentic local dishes like gaeng kua
hed lhoob (mushroom curry), wai kua
(squid in coconut milk), fresh oysters
with deep-fried garlic and the deep-fried
seabass. The bill is very affordable and
the sea view a real plus.

HAAD BANG PO

CHA CHA MOON

NIKKI BEACH

124/1 Taweeratpakdee Rd., Moo 1,
Bophut, 089-651-2777. Open daily
8pm-2am. www.fb.com/ChachamoonBeachClub
This beach club on nightlife central
Chaweng Beach offers daybeds by the
water, a rustic-meets-tropical vibe and a
refreshing playlist.

Lipa Noi Beach, 96/3 Moo 2, 077-914500. Open daily 11am-11pm. www.nikkibeachthailand.com
The sister-venue of celeb-hangouts in
Las Vegas, Miami and St. Tropez, this
beach club offers signature beach-side
teepees and a free-form pool around
which to kick back with a drink. The
highlight of the week is the Amazing
Sunday Brunch, which features over 40
dishes. You can also rent a bungalow
for added privacy.

NIGHTLIFE

DRINK GALLERY

159/89 Moo 2 Chaweng Beach, Bophut,
077-961-333. Open daily 7am-2am (restaurant), 2pm-2am (club). www.ark-bar.com
Unlike many beach clubs that charge
you a fixed price for food and drink to
enter, it’s completely free to turn up to
this one on Chaweng. The party starts
at 2pm every day and goes until the
early hours, with DJs playing EDM as
guests play in the pool and dance on the
beach. Wednesday and Friday nights are
the big ones.

The Library, 14/1 Moo 2, Chaweng Beach,
Bophut, 077-422-767-8. Open daily 4pm1am. www.thelibrary.co.th
This happening bar belongs to the island’s hip design hotel The Library
and is suitably decked out in pop art,
chandeliers and raw-wood furniture.
The drinks list focuses on wines and
cocktails, while the soundtrack is soft
chill-out tunes. It’s also a nice warm-up
spot if you want to explore the nearby
Soi Green Mango, the center of Samui’s
nightlife.

ARK BAR

SOUND CLUB
Chaweng Beach, 091-034-4279. Open
daily 10pm-7am. www.soundclubsamui.com
A great spot to take the party after you’re
done with Green Mango. Sound Club
has both open-air and indoor spaces,
and the DJs are usually the ones who do
the Full Moon Parties on nearby Koh Pha
Ngan, playing hip-hop and R&B all night.
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SMALL
TOWN LIFE
Take a tour of Phuket Town to
discover the island’s century-old
Chinese heritage and a food culture
so unique it’s protected by UNESCO.
By Gregoire Glachant
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huket is best known as the Pearl of the Andaman,
home to some of Thailand’s most beautiful beaches.
But before the tourism boom that began in the 1980s,
Phuket was famous for its tin. To this day, many of the
island’s carefully manicured golf clubs and resorts owe their
greens’ gentle undulation and lotus-covered ponds to the
pockmarked grounds of former tin mines. In town, Phuket’s
tin mining heritage has left a more readily identifiable
heritage. By attracting mainland Chinese to the island, tin
mining led to the birth of the Baba culture, which blends
Southeast Asian traditions with those from the Middle
Kingdom. Today, the Baba heritage lives on through Phuket
Town’s unique food and architecture, making it the island’s
most culturally rich destination. Once on the wane, Baba
culture has been given a new lease of life thanks to a string
of new openings in the Old Town, from cute boutique hotels
to full-flavored cafes specializing in local delicacies.

ROMMANEE
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ESSENTIALS
Tourist Information Center.
191, Thalang Rd.,
076-211-036
Thaihua Museum.
28 Krabi Rd.,
076-211-224.
www.thaihuamuseum.com
PeranakanNitat Museum.
34 Phuket Rd.,
www.fb.com/
peranakannitat
Chinpracha House.
98 Krabi Rd.,
076-211-167, 076-211-281
Boonrat Dim Sum.
26/41 Bangkok Rd.,
076- 212-034.
www.boonratdimsum.com
Mee Ton Poe.
214/7-8 Surin Circle,
Phuket Rd.,
076-216-293
Kopitiam by Wilai.
14 & 18 Thalang Rd.,
083-606-9776.
www.fb.com/
kopitiambywilai

PERANAKANNITAT MUSEUM

CULTURE TOUR
You’ll find the best of Phuket’s Old Town along two parallel streets,
Dibuk and Thalang, each of which is lined by cute two-story shophouses with elaborate stucco facades, louvered windows and
sculpted doors. Start your exploration at the Tourist Information
Center to pick up the excellent Phuket Treasure Map. From there,
you’ll be just a short walk from Soi Romanee, an adorable little
alley of colorful row houses that was once a red light district for
miners, and the Thai Hua Museum, a stately building with Ionic
and Corinthian details that previously served as the town’s Chinese
language school. As we go to press, another promising museum
is set to open in the old Standard Chartered Bank building, the
PeranakanNitat Museum, devoted to the Baba culture.
There’s a life for the Baba beyond the museums, though, and one
of the best ways to get a feel for the Baba lifestyle is a visit to the
Chinpracha House, which is still inhabited by descendants of some
of Phuket’s earliest Chinese settlers. If you’re lucky, you might even
catch the widow of its fifth-generation owner in full Baba regalia: an
outfit that blends a Chinese jacket with Malay cuffs, an Indonesian
sarong, a short Mon-Burmese blouse and finely sculpted gold
brooches. The house itself is decorated in fine imported Dutch and
Italian tiles, elegantly sculpted Chinese furniture and scores of black
and white photography from the past 100 years. Its structure, with
an inner courtyard, is similar to the much smaller shop-houses. In
both cases, the homes were designed to stay cool in the tropical heat.
34
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LUNCH WITH THE LOCALS
Food is another area where local traditions are still alive and kicking. In
fact, UNESCO just bestowed a City of Gastronomy title upon Phuket
Town for its unique Straits-Chinese-meets-Southern-Thailand cuisine.
If you really want to eat like a Phuketian, you should try dim sum for
breakfast. Boon Rat Dim Sum is the most famous. Get yourself out of bed
by 7am and you’ll see school children and grandparents jostling for a taste
of piping hot pork dumplings. Don’t worry about ordering, all one needs
to do is point—or even grab—the most appealing dishes, which all come
in saucer-sized plates.
If you can’t wake up before noon, Mee Ton Poe is an equally longstanding
and beloved mainstay, serving bouncy Hokkien-style noodles with seafood
and greens in an umami gravy. The humble, just-about-cooked egg on top
is what makes the dish, adding even more richness to the sauce.
While these classics are still going strong, the scene has been revitalized
by cool new cafes like Kopitiam by Wilai. Located by Phuket Town’s
oldest herbal medicine shop and owned by the same family, Kopitiam
draws in more international crowd thanks to its updated Sino-Portuguese
decor, English-language menus and diligent wait staff. Recipes, like pork
marinated with herbs and served with pickled vegetables, come directly
from the family’s grandmother, who put classic Baba recipes in writing to
preserve them for generations to come. Wiwan Bamrungwong, the freshfaced granddaughter who runs the place, describes the results as “comfort
food for Phuketians.”
Another longstanding favorite that just oozes nostalgia is Raya. This
restaurant serves Southern Thai cuisine in a century-old building complete
with original mosaic tiled floor and walls adorned with 1950s tea and
coffee poster girls. The line-up of traditional Phuket dishes includes local
favorites like gaeng nue poo bai cha ploo (crabmeat curry) and pad sataw
kapi goong (stir-fried Southern stink beans with shrimp).

THE ROMANEE CLASSIC GUESTHOUSE

RAYA

COFFEE BREAK
Afternoons are best spent ducking from the crushing heat by exploring
the coffee, desserts and shopping options lurking within the shophouses. The beautiful China Inn is one of the most beautifully restored
specimens and a recipient of a conservation award from the Association
of Siamese Architects. The back of the home devotes itself to a shaded
courtyard—not a bad spot for a lunch or just some ice cream—while
the center is packed with a beautiful collection of antiques and curios:
Burmese betel boxes, embroidered Thai fabrics, bright red Chinese clogs
and more.
For something more affordable, stock up on enameled tiffin boxes and
wooden crockery at The Romanee Classic Guesthouse on Krabi Road.
It’s the sister boutique hotel to the original branch on Soi Romanee (The
Romanee Boutique Guesthouse), one of the cutest and most central
spots to hole up in town. (For more traditional hotel services—and a lot
more space—you’ll be better served with the beautifully restored The
Memory at On On Hotel.)
Walk along Phang Nga Road and you’ll spot plenty of adorable shophouses for a pick-me-up. Bookhemian is where the artist community
gathers for a strong cup of coffee, a slice of chocolate cake and a selection
of books on topics like architecture and photography. Swing by in the
evening and you might even catch a film projection or a band. The true
coffee masters are at Macchiato House, though. Its inner courtyard is
the perfect place to sample a well-brewed long black or an iced latte.
And if all this sounds too serious, join the Korean couples who come
here to shoot lavish “pre-wedding” photos of themselves in Phuket’s
picturesque streets at A Dessert Moment, a cutesy shop-house cafe
doing shaved ice desserts inspired by the Land of the Morning Calm.
WHERE GUEST B OOK
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FINE EVENINGS
The grandest locale for dinner would have to be the Phra
Phitak Chinpracha Mansion, home to a branch of the
global Blue Elephant chain of restaurants. It’s probably
the most stunning mansion from that era and they’ve
tweaked the menu to include Southern favorites. Still,
you’re more likely to find Phuketian families seated
at Tu Kab Khao. Built 122 years ago as a government
storehouse for foodstuffs, its elegant facade hides an
equally refined interior. More importantly, its food is
resolutely true to the island, with dishes like moo hong
(stewed pork bursting with garlic, pepper and palm sugar)
or liem taw pad kaem (ham in soya bean sauce), which
is here fried with shrimp paste. Do try the molecular
cocktails too, which see bartenders performing liquid
nitrogen theatrics right at your table.
If you’re hankering for flavors from the West, Mirror
Mirror has chef Ittiporn Samart cooking up a menu that
is firmly rooted in his Cordon Bleu and five-star-hotel
training, but also makes use of local ingredients—a dash

of chili there, some coriander roots and a sprinkling
of dried shrimp. You can also stick to such comforting
classics as a solid seafood bisque or a perfectly-executed
Caesar salad. Just like Tu Kab Khao, the drinks are no
afterthought either. The decor has hints of prohibitionera America—a wink to when the building was erected,
in 1920—and a second floor balcony to sip on a stiff
Manhattan.
After dark, the Old Town can be a bit quiet,
particularly on week nights, so try to plan your trip to
town on a Sunday evening for the perfect finale to your
cultural getaway. Every Sunday, Thalang Road turns
into a walking street from 4-10pm. The local community
has made a real effort to ensure the market has plenty
of unique offerings, from age-old Baba desserts to
handcrafted sarongs and artists showing off their work.
The lively gathering is proof that Phuket Town’s unique
culture may be over a century old, but it hasn’t been this
vibrant in decades.

ESSENTIALS
China Inn.
20 Thalang Rd.,
076-356-239
The Romanee Guesthouses.
4 Krabi Rd., and 15 Soi
Rommanee, Thalang Rd.,
089-728-9871.
www.therommanee.com
Bookhemian.
61 Thalang Rd.,
098-090-0657
A Dessert Moment.
12 Thalang Rd.,
096-635-8881.
www.fb.com/
adessertmomentsthailand
Macchiato House.
48, Thalang Rd.,
076-215-701.
www.fb.com/
MacchiatoHouse
Blue Elephant.
96, Krabi Rd.,
076-354-355.
www.blueelephant.com
Tu Kab Khao.
8 Phangnga Rd.,
076-608-888.
www.fb.com/tukabkhao
Mirror Mirror.
31 Dibuk Rd.,
089-796-9956,
076-355-914.
www.fb.com/
MirrorMirrorPhuket
Raya.
48 New Dibuk Rd.,
076-218-155,
076-232-236
Walking Street.
Thalang Rd., Sun, 4-10 pm
081-677-9851,
084-305-3960.
www.fb.com/
phuketwalkingstreet

TU KAB KHAO
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TRISARA SEAFOOD

PHUKET
Where to go and what to do on
the Pearl of the Andaman.
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89/16 Moo 6, Soi Namtok Kathu, Wichitsongkram Rd., Kathu, 081-979-2332,
076-323- 264-5. Open daily 8am-6pm.
www.flyinghanuman.com
This zip-line adventure takes you
through an 80,000-sq-meter plot in
Phuket’s tropical jungle where platforms amid the tree canopy are connected by a network of zip-lines. Adventures
kick off four times per day: 8am, 10am,
1pm and 3pm.

Sri Panwa, 88 Moo 8, Sakdidej Rd.,
Cape Panwa, 076-371-000. Open daily
6pm-late (last orders 10:30pm). goo.
gl/3VWLMc
Sri Panwa might be one of the best
five-star resorts on Phuket, but its signature restaurant keeps things casual
with home-style Southern dishes like
khao tang poong pirod and lhon goong
(crispy rice crackers served with green
curry and shrimp coconut dip). The
buzzword here is local, with many ingredients sourced from the island.

PHUKET TOWN WALKING STREET
Thalang Rd., Phuket Town. Open Sunday 4-10pm
Established by Phuket’s baba community, this open-air Sunday night market
has breathed new life into Phuket Town’s
beautiful Sino-Portuguese architecture.
Alongside the shopping zone for handicrafts and travel memorabilia is a space
dedicated to the work of local students,
street dance and traditional shows.
There’s plenty of food, too. Be sure to try
Phuket specialties mee Hokkian (Phuketstyle noodles) and o-tao (stir-fried oyster
with crispy pork skin and eggs).

RED MOUNTAIN GOLF CLUB
119 Moo 4, Vichitsongkram Rd., Kathu,
076-322-000. Open daily 6am-6pm.
www.redmountainphuket.com,
www.
mbkgolf.com
Located in the beautiful Kathu district,
this former tin mine site turned 18-hole
golf course retains a large variety of landforms and elevation changes from its past.

SPLASH JUNGLE WATER PARK
65 Moo 4, Mai Khao Soi 4, Mai Khao,
076-372-111. Open daily 10am-6pm.
www.splashjunglewaterpark.com
Situated near Mai Khao Beach, this water
park is home to hair-raising rides like the
Boomerango (a dark tube with a 15-meter
free fall) and the Super Bowl (a spinning
slide that ends with a series of thrilling turns).

SUNSET AT PHROMTHEP CAPE
Adjacent to Nai Han Beach and Rawai
Beach
The most dramatic sunset viewpoint on
the island sees the cape plunging into the
ocean, with the sun dipping into the sea
in the distance. As the sky glows redder,
Phromthep Cape’s windswept brush lights
up with a golden glow, in sharp contrast to
the dark blue waters surrounding it.
38

FINE DINING

BABA SOUL FOOD

BLUE ELEPHANT PHUKET
96 Krabi Rd., Phuket Town, 076-354355-7. Open daily 11:30am-2:30pm,
6:30-late (last orders 10:30pm). www.
blueelephant.com
The world-famous Thai restaurant
group has renovated the century-old Prapitak Chinpracha Sino-Portuguese mansion. What once belonged to an affluent
family is now a luxurious dining space
and cooking school serving some of the
best Royal Thai cuisine on the island.

Porfotosmall

ATTRACTIONS

FLYING HANUMAN

MIRROR MIRROR
31 Dibuk Rd., Phuket Town, 076355-614,
089-796-9956.
Open
Mon-Fri 5-11pm, Sat 10am-11pm.
www.mirrormirrorphuket.com
Tucked inside an old Sino-Portuguese
shop-house, Mirror Mirror offers fine
French cuisine amid grand decor that
preserves all the building's original
charm. Chef Ittiporn Samart leads the
kitchen, turning out dishes spiced up
with the occasional local flavor, such as
Thai-style fried Arborio black rice with
red chili, squid and seared scallops and
Linguini Con La Bottarga and salmon
caviar.

TRISARA SEAFOOD
60/1 Moo 6, Srisoonthorn Rd., Cherngtalay, 076-310-100. Open daily 6pm-late
(last orders 10:30pm). www.trisara.com
Set in a high-end resort on the quiet
side of Nai Thon Beach, the decor of
bleached wood and cool colors is inspired by Mediterranean beachside restaurants. The kitchen offers a wide range
of gourmet seafood dishes like grilled
tiger prawns with Himalayan salt.

PHUKET WALKING STREET

TU KAB KHAO
8 Phang-nga Rd., Phuket Town, 076608-888. Open daily 11:30am-midnight
The team behind local Thai-fusion
restaurant Table Spoon transformed a
120-year-old building into a villa-like
eatery serving Southern recipes. In addition to classics such as moo hong
(braised pork belly) and mee gaeng pu
(crab curry with noodle), they also have
handsome cocktails like the Baba-Nyonya, which plays on Peranakan culture
by mixing two glasses into one drink,
symbolizing the inter-marriage between
Chinese men and Malay women.

SOUTHERN FOOD

KAN ENG@PIER

44/1 Moo 5, Viset Rd., Rawai, 076-381212. Open daily 7-10am (breakfast),
10am-late (Southern food, last orders
10:30pm)
Though the decor has been refurbished,
the makeover of this decades-old eatery
overlooking Chalong Bay has left the
menu untouched. That’s a good thing
for its loyal following of upscale islanders addicted to the deep-fried seaweed
and spicy yellow soup.
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KOPITIAM BY WILAI

PAKNAM SEAFOOD

18 Thalang Rd., Phuket town, 083-6069776. Open Mon-Sat 11am-10pm
The menu at this definitive old quarter
cafe is all about pocket-friendly traditional dishes like mee Hokkien (Phuketstyle noodles) and bak kut teh (pork
bone herbal soup). The classic tiles,
Chinese lanterns and clientele of local
old boys are as charming as the recipes.

52/220 Rasadanusorn Rd., Phuket
town, 076-240-240. Open daily
10:30am-10:30pm
Located in the north of Phuket Town,
the restaurant offers sensationally
fresh Thai seafood at reasonable prices. Its popularity among locals means
it can be hard to snag a table.

MEE TON POE
214/7 Phuket Rd., Phuket town, 076216-293. Open daily 9am-6:30pm
(closed on the 29th of every month)
More branches:
17/17 Phra Phuket Kaew Rd., Kathu,
076-202-802. Open daily 9am-8pm
9/108-109 Sakdidej Rd., Talad Nuea,
076-211-522. Open daily 10am-8pm
Phuket Town takes great pride in its
Hokkien traditions. The best place to
get a taste of the city’s Chinese ancestry
is at Mee Ton Poe, right on the Clock
Tower Circle. Slurp up seafood, fish
balls, pak choi and fresh eggs mixed in
with big yellow or white noodles. Like
the locals, have it with a side of chicken
satay straight from the grill. Come early
to avoid disappointment.

RAYA
48 Dibuk Mai Rd., Phuket Town, 076218-155. Open daily 10am-10pm
The century-old building’s original mosaic tiled floor and walls adorned with
'50s tea and coffee poster-girls and
pictures of Thai monarchs will take
you back in time. The line-up of traditional Phuket dishes includes moo hong
(steamed pork with pepper and garlic),
gaeng nue poo bai cha ploo (crab meat
with curry and coconut milk) and pad
pak mieng goong sieb (stir-fried mieng
leaves with dried prawns).

NIGHTLIFE

HEALTH & WELLNESS

DREAM BEACH CLUB

COMO SHAMBALA RETREAT

62/11 Moo 6 Cherngtalay, 098-0483500, 076-336-888. Open daily 11am11pm. www.dreamhotels.com/phuket
Decked out with plush white sunbeds
and lots of drapery, there’s definitely
a laidback luxe vibe going on around
the central freeform pool, which sits
just steps from the beach. The club
promises dining, entertainment, fashion, music, film and art, as well as special events like their famous Sunday
brunch and sunset happy hours.

Point Yamu by COMO, 225 Moo 7,
Paklok, Cape Yamu, 076-360-100. Open
daily 9am-9pm (last treatment 7:30pm).
www.comohotels.com/pointyamu
This spa is part of the stylish Point
Yamu by COMO resort, the sister of
the renowned Metropolitan hotel in
Bangkok. Styled by Italian designer
Paola Navone, the extensive Shambhala
Retreat features a 100-meter swimming
pool, yoga studio and one of the best
gyms on the island.

WHITE BOX

THANYAPURA SPORTS
& LEISURE CLUB

2475/7 Prabarame Rd., Patong,
076-346-271. Open daily 5pm-midnight (restaurant), 5pm-1am (bar).
www.whitebox.co.th
A little out of Patong, this high-end restaurant with sea views also features a
rooftop bar popular with upmarket visitors and expats. On the weekends there’s
often live percussion and guest DJs.

XANA BEACH CLUB
Angsana Laguna Phuket, 10 Moo 4,
Srisoonthorn Rd., Cherng Talay, 076324-101. Open daily 10am-midnight
(food served from 11:30am); Sat-Sun
closed 1am. www.xanabeachclub.com
One of the swankiest beach clubs on the
island features a 35-meter swim-up bar
overlooking a vast stretch of Bangtao
Beach, and is hugged by sofas, daybeds
and cabanas.

ZIMPLEX
156/48 Phang-Nga Rd., Phuket town,
084-003-6664. Open daily 9pm-1am.
www.fb.com/Z1MPLEX
Designed to mimic a science laboratory and specializing in creative cocktails, this bar sees bartenders donning
white coats to mix colorful, molecular
drinks using lab equipment. Many of
the creations are served in shot form,
such as the Hannibal (a mix of various schnapps and liqueurs) and the
Nebula Jellyfish (a mix of vodka, rum
and various liqueurs). But don’t go
too crazy. Each customer is limited to
“only” 20 shots a night.

120/1 Moo 7 Thepkasattri Rd., 076336-000. Open 6am-9pm. www.thanyapura.com
This 32-hectare sports facility boasts a
massive swimming pool, tennis courts,
outdoor running track, spin studio, fitness classes, boxing ring and on-site
restaurants. The venue also offers triathlon, swimming, tennis and other sportsspecific training programs led by experienced coaches and former champions.

TIGER MUAY THAI
7/35 Moo 5, Soi Ta-iad, Ao Chalong,
076-367-071.
Mon-Fri
7am-8pm;
Sat
7am-7pm;
Sun
11am-5pm.
www.tigermuaythai.com
Here, you may just spot renowned muay
Thai and UFC fighers such as Valentina
Shevchenko and Nick Hein doing their
drills, strength training or taking on one
of the trainers as they prepare for upcoming fights. Arguably one of the best
fight facilities in Asia, Tiger Muay Thai
accommodates individuals of all levels,
complete novices included. Apart from
fighting facilities, there is also a crosstraining area, indoor weight room, yoga
studio and sports shop.

KOPITIAM BY WILAI
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NORTHERN
RENAISSANCE
How Chiang Mai became home to one
of Asia’s most thriving contemporary art
communities. By Monruedee Jansuttipan

VICHIT GALLERY & STUDIO
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or a city dubbed the country’s art capital, Chiang Mai has long lacked
galleries befitting its reputation. That is about to change, thanks to
places like Mai Iam. Looking at it from the outside, you’d never guess
that the non-descript warehouse in Sankhampaeng district, a 30-minute
drive east from Chiang Mai center, is about to be transformed into the
biggest contemporary art museum in the North; a space which aims to
foster a new generation of talented artists in what has become one of the
most thriving modern art scenes in all of Asia.
Mai Iam is only one of a number of ventures cultivating a legacy of
progressive creativity in the ancient Lanna Kingdom. On the other side
of town, amid a landscape of vast rice fields in San Pa Tong, you’ll also
discover a small group of wooden houses. These are the eco-artist residences
of Rirkrit Tiravanija, the award-winning Thai artist and Noughties poster
child for the Relational Aesthetics movement; and Kamin Lertchaiprasert,
whose work has been exhibited at the Guugenheim New York and the
Venice Biennale.
Together, they formed The Land Foundation as an open space for
agriculture as well as a residence for artists from around the world who
want to recede from places they know to live among farming communities.
The latest addition, designed by Frankfurt-based architects Nikolaus Hirsch
and Michel Müller, successfully raised funds of more than 81,000 euros
through Kickstarter last year—nearly double the original 45,000 euros
pledge goal.
Rirkrit isn’t the only internationally acclaimed artist to come out of
Chiang Mai. Cannes film festival-winning artist-director Apichatpong
Weerasethakul, filmmaker and videographer Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook,
Silapathorn Award-winning artist Navin Rawanchaikul and pioneering
Thai contemporary artist Mit Jai Inn all choose to make the area the base
of their work.
Chiang Mai’s flourishing contemporary art scene did not arise by
accident. It can be traced back more than two decades to when, in 1992, a
group of young artists including Mit Jai Inn created the Chiang Mai Social
Installation Project (CMSI). Their initiative was a revolt against traditional
methods of displaying art pieces in galleries, instead taking their work into
open spaces in an effort to create deeper connections with society.
“We tried to create a new attitude, character and vision toward both life
and society,” says the Chiang Mai-born artist. “We aimed to show that artists
aren’t the center of the arts anymore. There was no integration between art
and society back then. We just felt the urge to change the eulogizing of
beauty.”
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city.’ No. All this has happened because of artists, gallery
owners, collectors and other people who live here.”
Booth, who is funding Mai Iam himself, also points out
that to make Chiang Mai’s reputation for the arts stronger,
the city needs to communicate with collectors who are
interested in purchasing works.
Chiang Mai-based international contemporary artist
Sutthirat Supaparinya is one of a number of people
trying to show the caliber of Chiang Mai art to a wider
audience. She and her friends have co-founded Chiang
Mai Art Conversation (CAC), which just released the
first-ever Chiang Mai Art Map, a well-curated list of the
most interesting galleries in town; places like Vichit Studio
in the Sankhampaeng district, Lyla Gallery on Thapae
Road, C.A.P Studio (Chiang Mai Art On Paper) in the
Nimmanhaemin area, Documentary Arts Asia (DAA) and
DC Collection in the old town, and the unfinished factorylike structure of Thapae East, the city’s latest space
dedicated to all form of arts—installation, music, poetry.
“We feel that other leading art cities aren’t just about
how many artists are living there, but how that culture is
synchronized with other creative industries,” she explains.
“Chiang Mai has a lot of art events but has never been
serious about archiving before, so now we are beginning to
monitor every art event and map them out so that people
can follow what’s happening easily through our website
and Facebook.” Sutthirat’s efforts resulted in Chiang Mai’s
first ever Galleries Night Chiang Mai, held in January.

ESSENTIALS
Vichit Gallery
17/2 Moo 13, Sankampang,
053-392-733.
vichitstudio.com
Chiang Mai Art Conversation
(CAC)
www.cac-art.info
The Land Foundation
48 Moo 1, Yothathikan Rd.,
Sanpatong, 083-941-9033.
www.thelandfoundation.org
Gallery Seescape
22/1 Nimmanhemin Soi 17,
093-831-9394.
www.fb.com/galleryseescape
Hern Gallery
1/3 Padad Rd., Chang Klan,
088-268-3893.
www.fb.com/herngallery

Ded Jongmankong

The outcome was artwork installed across the city,
from toilet walls to cemeteries to markets, creating a chain
reaction among young artists inspired by their moves. One
of those people was Torlarp Larpjaroensook, a passionate
art student from Ayutthaya who moved to study at
Chiang Mai University and hasn’t left since. He opened
Gallery Seescape as a permanent experimental art space,
which he ran for seven years before establishing Hern
Gallery, another contemporary art space for local and
international artists.
“If artists are seeds, then Chiang Mai provides the perfect
soil and climate for them to grow,” he says. “Chiang Mai
allows us to live without the pressures of a big city. It’s also
filled with like-minded people who are willing to nurture
artists. I have many friends from different professions who
all love art no matter what they do.”
Jim Thompson’s international marketing director, Eric
Booth, an avid Thai contemporary art collector and the
owner of Mai Iam, also emphasizes how the culture of
Chiang Mai is perfect for cultivating an art scene with
integrity.
“Chiang Mai’s art scene has grown quickly in recent
years but it’s not driven by money like in Singapore, where
the government throws hundreds of millions of dollars at
collecting Southeast Asian art,” explains Booth. “That’s
a great idea, but here, it’s more organic. People create it
by themselves. No one got money from the government
to invest and say, ‘Let’s turn Chiang Mai into a cultural

GALLERY SEESCAPE
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Apiwat Singharach

ESSENTIALS
Lyla Gallery
2nd Floor, 234 Thaphae Rd.,
Chang Moi, 084-3881488.
www.lylagallery.com
C.A.P Studio (Chiang Mai
Art On Paper)
368/13 Nimmanhemin Soi 17,
Suthep, 087-810-8860.
www.chiangmaiartonpaper.com
Documentary Arts Asia (DAA)
97/3 1 4 Soi 4 (Khai Muk) off
Hang Dong Rd., 088-138-7470.
www.doc-arts.asia
DC Collection
104 Maneenopparat Rd.,
089-855-0868.
Thapae East
88 Thaphae Rd. Soi 3,
091-853- 4101.
www.fb.com/ThapaeEast
H Gallery
85 Moo 10, Mae Ram,
085-021-5508.
www.hgallerybkk.com

LYLA GALLERY

She also points out that the contemporary art circle is
gaining more momentum. As well as Mai Iam, there will
be at least three more major contemporary art spaces
opening in the Northern city within the next five years.
All are driven by the private sector and led by artists
and collectors.
In the eyes of an outsider like Irish-born Brian Curtin,
the curator of H Gallery in Bangkok and the byappointment-only H Gallery Chiang Mai, both of which
deal in the top end of contemporary Southeast Asian
art, Chiang Mai has a character and background that’s
entirely unique.
“The art scene in Chiang Mai has a sturdy, coherent
history of collaborative and experimental work among
artists,” says Curtin. “Because Chiang Mai has the
sensibility of a ‘second city,’ it is independent-minded
and doesn’t judge itself by foreign standards.”

Torlarp also emphasizes the part Chiang Mai’s history
plays in shaping contemporary artists, thanks to a 700year cultural heritage of Lanna craftsmanship: “Native
arts are always being picked up, deconstructed and
refurbished with new cultures in their own way. It’s
what makes art unique in every part of the world.”
But no matter how many private backers build
galleries or whether international collectors gain an eye
for Thai contemporary art, Chiang Mai’s art scene, say
the people who know it best, will always be driven by
the artists who choose to make the city their home.
As Mit Jai Inn says, “I just have to look at the quality
of new young artists and their drive to know that the
art scene in Chiang Mai definitely has a lot more space
to grow.”
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DOI CHIANG DAO

CHIANG MAI
The things to see, eat, drink and
do in the Northern capital.
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SEE & DO

BAAN KANG WAT
Opposite Wat Ram Poeng, 191-197
Soi Wat Umong, Suthep, 098-4270666. Open Tue-Sun 11am-6pm. www.
fb.com/BannKangWat
This community mall's vendors are
carefully chosen to ensure their business
gives back to society through sociallyresponsible crafts and products.

WAT PHRA SINGH
Ratchadamnoen Rd., call the TAT for
information on 053-248-604-5. Open
daily 6am-6pm
The Buddhist temple at the end of
Ratchadamnoen Road is one of the oldest temples in Thailand, with parts of
it dating right back to the 1300s. The
complex’s main attraction, Wihan Lai
Kham, was built in 1345 to house the
revered Phra Buddha Sihing statue, itself a relic of the 13th century.

WEEKEND MARKETS
Waulai Walking Street open Sat
5-10pm; Thapae Walking Street open
Sun 5-10pm
Chiang Mai’s old town is especially
energetic at the weekend, when locals
flock to the two walking streets. One is
at Waulai Road and opens every Saturday night, while the other takes place on
Sundays from Thapae Gate to Ratchadamneon Road. Both are filled with
street food, arts, handicrafts and souvenirs along with design work reflecting
Lanna’s creative heritage.

DOI CHIANG DAO

KADNOMSEN

RESTAURANTS

A steep and grueling eight-kilometer
trail leads you to Thailand’s third tallest
peak, standing at 2,225 meters above
sea level. The trek to the top takes approximately 4-5 hours. The sunset, in
particular, is stunning. Camping is allowed, but this is the real deal: no electricity or bathrooms. They also limit
visitors to 150 people a night.

HUEN PHEN RESTAURANT

THAPAE EAST

KHUM VIENG YONG

88 Thapae Rd., 081-765-5246. Open
daily 6-11pm. Closed on Buddhist
holidays
This unfinished barn-like venue is an intriguing addition to the Chiang Mai art
scene. It hosts everything from experimental music to poetry nights. When
there is no exhibition, you can still go to
enjoy a drink on the first floor.

112 Ratchamankha Rd., Phra Singh, 053814-548. Open daily 9am-4pm, 5-10pm
Elegantly plated, authentically Northern cuisine like sai oua (Northern
sausage), gaeng hang lay (pork curry)
and namprik num (green pepper dip),
served in a warren of rooms filled with
Lanna artefacts.

9/9 Liab Klong Chonlapratan Rd., Suthep,
053-329-244-5. Open daily 11am-9pm
Ten minutes from the city center is this
homey restaurant where you can sample Northern delicacies like namprik
num (green pepper dip), khua hed thob
(mushroom soup) and khai mod dang
(ant eggs) at pocket-friendly prices.

HUEN MUAN JAI

KADNOMSEN

24 Ratchapruk Rd., Changpuak, 053404-998, 089-701-2894. Open Thu-Tue
10am-10pm. www.huenmuanjai.com
This Lanna restaurant serves up uncompromised flavors from a chef who’s
even featured on the local Iron Chef TV
cooking competition. The environment
is charmingly makeshift and plating authentically unpretentious.

This retro restaurant is all about Chiang Rai-style kanomjeen (rice vermicelli), which means thicker curries
and the added potency of sun-dried
fermented bean sheets. The place itself
is also a delight, set in a traditional
wooden house filled with fabrics and
other old-school markers. Other local
treats include khao kan jin (steamed
pork blood rice) and mouth-watering
desserts such as cold purple sangkhaya, a style of egg custard which gets its
color from butterfly pea leaves.

TUENG JIANG MAI
6NATURE Project, 63/9 Moo 14, Soi
Wat U-mong, Suthep, 091-076-6100,
093-970-6885. Open daily 9am-9pm
The six-year-old restaurant last year
traded in its old digs for this folk-meetsmodern space; think thatched triangle
roof adorned with dangling light bulbs
and bamboo rice containers. The kitchen serves delicious traditional Northern
food as always.
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COFFEE SHOPS

AKHA AMA

Ratchadamnoen Rd., Phra Singh, 086915-8600. Open Mon-Sat 8-am-6pm;
Sun 8am-8pm. www.akhaama.com
Second branch at 9/1 Mata Apartment,
Hussadhisewee Soi 3, Chang Phuak.
Open Thu-Tue 8am-6pm
Visiting Wat Phra Singh temple? Make
sure you drop by this renowned nearby
coffee spot. The decor might be an en
vogue blend of blond woods and quaint
illustrations, but that doesn't mean
they're not deadly serious about their
coffee beans, which are produced by the
Akha hilltribe community in Mae Suai,
Chiang Rai—to whom all profits go back.

RISTR8TO

AKHA AMA

15/3 Nimmanhemin Rd., Suthep, 053215-278. Open daily 7am-6pm. www.
ristr8to.com
Ristr8to’s initial claim to fame was the
mini celeb status its owner/head barista,
Arnon “Tong” Thitiprasert. Ranked 5th
at the 2015 World Latte Art Championship, this Trang-born barista spent six
years making coffee in Sydney before
deciding to relocate to Chiang Mai
and open Ristr8to in 2011. Grab a seat
at the counter and watch the master
serve up steaming cups of art by pouring milk over your espresso shot, but
be warned—the cafe draws a long line
even before it opens. There is a bigger
second branch called Ristr8to Lab between Nimmanhaemin Soi 1-3.

PONGANES
133/5 Ratchapakinai Rd., Sri Phum,
087-727-2980. Open Thu-Tue 8:30am4:30pm. www.ponganesespresso.com
The open-air space, minimal decor and
natural views come secondary at this local coffee snobs' favorite. Ponganes is so
serious about what's in the cup that it
doesn't even offer Wi-Fi—you're meant
to be focusing on the flavors not playing
with your phone. The beans come from
20 locations around the world, and are
chosen not only for flavor, but also the
work ethics of their growers.

NINE ONE COFFEE

GRAPH CAFE

46

Nimmanhemin Soi 11, Suthep, 091775-8405. Open Mon-Tue 8:30am7:30pm; Wed-Sun 8:30am-9pm. www.
fb.com/9onecoffee
Second branch at 30 Moo 2, Pamiang,
Doi Saket, 081-171-7575

Local coffee grower Wullop Pasananon
fell into the industry after obtaining a
piece of land on Chiang Mai’s outskirts. After realizing the environment
was perfect for growing coffee, he
began teaching himself how to farm
beans organically. Gradually, he transitioned from growing to roasting and
opened this unmissable little spot in
the Nimmanhemin area.

GRAPH CAFE
25/1 Ratvithi Soi 1, Sri Phum, 086567-3330. Open daily 9am-5pm. www.
graphdream.com
Probably the tiniest cafe in Chiang Mai,
it draws in the caffeine-loving crowd
with brews which focus on mediumroasted Chiang Mai and Chiang Rai
beans. Their bestselling cold-brew coffee is a hit with Chiang Mai's cool kids.

NIGHTLIFE

NORTH GATE JAZZ
95/1-2 Sri Phum Rd., Sri Phum, 089433-1411. Open daily 7-11:30pm. goo.
gl/Bz8uny
With only a few places to listen to jazz
in Chiang Mai, this small building just
outside the Old Town often gets packed,
and with good reason. The live acts are
always electric, pulling in a return crowd
of expats, locals and plenty of visitors to
the ramshackle yet charming space.

MIXOLOGY
61/6 Arak Rd., Phra Singha, 088-2613057, 083-070-6190. Open Tue-Fri
3-12pm; Sat-Sun 11am-12pm
The bare-brick walls, wooden tables
and beautiful bric-a-brac give off a rustic ambience. Order the cocktails and
the Chiang Mai Burger, which comes
with a Northern-style laab patty seasoned with herbs and made with rice.

THE GOOD VIEW AND RIVERSIDE
13 Charoenraj Rd., Wat Gate, 053-302764, 053-241-866, 053-249-029. Open
daily 10am-1am. www.goodview.co.th
For a relaxed, informal and seriously fun
night out, wander down to the river and
seek out the Good View. This Chiang
Mai favoriteis a cavernous, semi-openair bar-meets-restaurant-meets-live music venue that always seems to be bursting at the seams. Book early if you want
to get a table out by the river.
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WARM UP

OASIS SPA

40 Nimmanhaemin Rd., 053-400-677.
Open daily 6:30pm-1am. www.fb.com/
warmupcafe1999
The crowds might get younger and
younger every day. The music might get
worse and worse. But hey, it’s Chiang
Mai’s nightlife institution. A song thaew
driver might not know where your hotel
is, but everyone sure knows how to get
to this incredibly popular and fun pub.

102 Sirimuangklajan Rd., Suthep, 053920-111. Open daily 10am-10pm.
www.oasisspa.net
Other branches:
4 Sam Larn Rd., Phra Singh, 053-920111. Open daily 10am-10pm;
199/135 Baan Nai Fun 2, Mae Hia,
053-920-111. Open daily 10am-10pm;
35 Rattanakosin Rd., Wat Gate, 053920-111. Open daily 10am-10pm
One of the top spa groups in Thailand,
Oasis has four branches in Chiang Mai.
Equipped with Jacuzzi, outdoor showers and steam bath, it offers a full spa
menu including scrub, wrap, body massage and facial treatments.

THE SERVICE 1921
123-123/1
Charoenprathet
Rd.,
Changklan, 053-253-385. Open daily
11:30am-2:30pm, 6-11pm (last orders
10.30pm). chiang-mai.anantara.com
The team behind uber-popular Bangkok establishments Charcoal and
Above Eleven designed this chic bar in
a restored colonial mansion that formerly served as the British Consulate
of Chiang Mai. Reimagined as a hidden
stronghold of the British government’s
secret intelligence service, the venue is
filled with fictitious spy paraphernalia to go with the list of cocktails with
Asian twists, as well as a separate whiskey and cigar lounge.

THE SPA AT FOUR SEASONS
RESORT
502 Moo 1, Mae Rim-Samoeng Old Rd.,
053-298-181. Open daily 9am-11pm.
www.fourseasons.com/chiangmai/spa
Decorated in a luxe Lanna style, the
seven spacious private treatment suites
are all equipped with outdoor showers,
private herbal steam rooms and outdoor soaking tubs. Focusing on the use
of organic Thai herbs, aromatic oils and
quality products from England, the spa
offers an extensive menu covering massages, facial treatments and yoga.

THE RARINJINDA WELLNESS SPA
14 Charoenraj Rd., Wat Gate, 053-247000. Open daily 9am-midnight. www.
rarinjinda.com
Set in the boutique Rarinjinda resort,
this spa offers a variety of treatments
ranging from traditional Thai massage
to aromatherapy and hydrotherapy. We
recommend the 60-minute Splashy Vichy
Massage, which sees your whole body
massaged by warm jets of water from a
series of showerheads.

MYST
6/F, Maya Mall, 55/5 Moo 5, Chang
Puaek, 061-5126768. Open daily 5pm1am. www.fb.com/MystMAYA
From Bangkok's hip Thonglor area to
Chiang Mai, this shisha-friendly venue
has opened on the rooftop of Maya
Mall. There’s a big focus on molecular
cocktails, all of which are covered with
hydrogen mist by the ex-mixologist
from DusitD2 Chiangmai hotel. The
food is handled by Chef Tanakorn, who
has decades of experience working as a
chef in Australia, Myanmar, Cambodia
and Chiang Mai.

SPA

THE DHEVA SPA
Dhara Dhevi, 51/4 Chiang MaiSankampaeng Rd., Moo 1, Tasala, 053888-888. Open daily 9am-10pm. www.
dharadhevi.com
Situated in the luxurious Dhara Dhevi
resort, this spa is a stunning recreation
of a traditional Mandalay-style temple,
decorated with replica moldings and
sculptures. It offers European, Asian
and North African treatments, as well
as Indian Ayurvedic massage and various yoga programs.

MYST
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LOCAL FLAVOR
Bangkok chefs are taking Thai fine dining into
creative, fun spaces where quality drinks and
deliciously authentic food go hand in hand.
By Natcha Sanguankiattichai
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our Bangkok institutions just got named some of the best on the continent
at Asia’s 50 Best Restaurants 2016. One of this city’s restaurants,
Gaggan, even came number 1 for the second year in a row. It all points
to a fact which people living in Bangkok have known for a long time: that the
city is one of the top culinary players in the region not just for its incredible
street food, but for its amazing, inventive restaurants which are trying new
things and pushing Thai food down previously uncharted directions.
Beyond the four restaurants which made the list—as well as Gaggan, Nahm (no.
8), Issaya Siamese Club (no. 19) and Eat Me (no. 23) all made the cut—there’s a
whole new dynamic of excellent chefs out there venturing down the middle ground
between fine-dining restaurant and laid-back drinking spot, taking the best quality
Thai food out of old-school settings and making it fun, creative and accessible.
Chef Thitid Tassanakajohn may have made his name at the molecular Thai
tasting experience that is Le Du, but the chef has since expanded to open the
down-to-earth street food-focused Baa Ga Din. Here, he works with American
chef Chandler Schultz to put a modern twist to roadside specialties like chicken
wings and oyster omelets, all served up in a lively atmosphere best enjoyed with a
stiff cocktail or three.
“Baa Ga Din is basically inspired by street food but recreated with modern, fun
twists,” says the animated young chef. “If you order chicken rice then it’s nothing
like the chicken rice you would get on the street.” In fact, Thitid employs many
of the experimental cooking techniques and laboratory equipment as he does in
Le Du, only to much different results. “The thinking is actually very similar,” says
Thitid. “We take inspiration from classic dishes and present them in a modern way.
The difference with Baa Ga Din is that it’s much more casual.”
But why does a city like Bangkok, where cheap food can be found on every
corner, need a restaurant that tries to glam up what should be served in the frantic,
bustling environment of the street? “Right, that’s a good point,” says Thitid. “How
are we going to make street food better than someone on the street when they’ve
been doing one dish for 20 years? I totally respect those people. But I want to create
something that people can relate to as street food but in a different setting.”
He’s not alone. Another pair of chefs better known for serving high-priced,
uncompromising Thai food recently joined him in spotlighting down-to-earth
dishes in a fun, tapas-style environment. Duangporn “Bo” Songvisava and Dylan
Jones of Bo.lan, the refined, traditional Thai restaurant which frequently ranks as
one of the best in the world, unveiled their latest venture at the end of last year.
Bar-restaurant Err explores the other end of Thai food culture, accommodating
fun and relaxing get-togethers with the focus on easy-going bites known as gab
glam—Thai drinking food.

ERR
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ESSENTIALS
Nahm
Metropolitan, 27 Sathorn
Rd., 02-625-3388.
Open daily 7-10:30pm;
Mon-Fri noon-2pm.
www.comohotels.com
Issaya Siamese Club
4 Soi Sri Aksorn,
Chuaphloeng Rd.,
02-672-9040-1.
Open daily 11:30am2:30pm, 6pm-1am.
www.issaya.com

BAA GA DIN

Err
394/35 Maharaj Rd.,
02-622-2291.
Open Tue-Sun 11am-9pm.
www.errbkk.com
Soul Food Mahanakorn
56/10 Sukhumvit Soi
55 (Thonglor), 02714-7708. Open daily
5:30pm-midnight. www.
soulfoodmahanakorn.com
Soul Food 555
G/F, The Commons,
335/1 Thonglor Soi 17,
02-101-4526.
Open daily 11am-midnight.
www.fb.com/soulfood555

SOUL FOOD 555

With Err, you’re far enough from the mother branch’s
Michelin-star aspirations to relax a little but you’re still getting
the same meticulous research and virtuoso execution as at
Bo.lan. Best of both worlds? We think so. The menu spans a
lot of crisp, fried, grilled, comforting, finger-food favorites like
Isaan sausage, Northern sausage, a simple bowl of green mango
macerated in fish sauce and chili powder, or braised mussels in
a clay pot. It’s a world away from dishes most tourists would
recognize on a menu, and the focus always remains on quality.
“We still take the food seriously,” explains Dylan. “We use
the same produce that we use in Bo.lan and make things from
scratch as much as possible. We don’t cut any corners.”
Going back a little further in time, Soul Food Mahanakorn
was one of the city’s first restaurants to embrace the idea of backto-basics local dishes served in a cool, laidback environment—
perfect for a good Thai meal with friends before hitting the
nearby bars in the happening Thonglor neighborhood.
Its founders, American-born Jarrett Wrisley and Candice Lin,
recently followed up its success with new spot Soul Food 555,
which takes its name from the Thai social media abbreviation
for laughter (the word for “five” in Thai is pronounced “hah”)
and dishes out popular street-food classics reinterpreted as
burgers stuffed with everything from somtam and fried chicken
to khao soi and noodles.
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TEP BAR

What makes each of these places unique is that you
wouldn’t find them anywhere else in the world. After years in
which Bangkok locals looked to Brooklyn and Shoreditch to
get their food trends, the city is now willing to step out and
do its own thing.
Nowhere is this better represented than at Tep Bar, a thriving
bar-restaurant tucked down a dark Chinatown alley, which
has managed to take Thai heritage culture out of stuffy hotel
restaurants put on for the tourists and sell it back to locals in
a cool, vibrant and completely unforced environment. The
band upfront plays classic Central region xylophone music,
the cocktails are based around traditional Thai herbal-infused
liquor, ya dong, and the food is an uncompromised, palatebeating collection of potent crab papaya salads and fermented
seafood dips, as well as more easy to approach but no less
authentic bar snacks like lab moo tod (deep-fried Eastern-spiced
pork meatballs).
Tep Bar’s owner, Asawin Rojmethatawee, sums up the current
state of the city’s food scene pretty neatly: “After all the New
York, Tokyo and London-inspired places, it’s great to see
Bangkok getting back to its roots and making use of what we
already have.”

Tep Bar
69-71, Soi Nana, 098-4672944. Open Tue-Thu 5pmmidnight; Fri-Sun 5pm-1am.
www.fb.com/tepbar
Gaggan, Eat Me, Le Du,
Baa Ga Din, Bo.lan
see Dining, page 46
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SIAM-PHLOEN CHIT

BAAN

139/5 Wireless Rd. (between Japanese
Embassy and Lumphini Police Station),
02-655-8995, 081-432-4050. Open
Mon-Wed-Sun 11am-2:30pm, 5:3010:30pm. MRT Lumphini. www.baanbkk.com
Specializing in "homestyle" dishes utilizing organic grains and vegetables
with free-range meat and eggs, Baan—
which means "home" in Thai—is one of
the growing constellation of restaurants
in chef Thitid Tassanakajorn's (see page
44) dining empire, and features recipes cooked up by his very own family.
Standout dishes include a kai palo-tom
sap hybrid (Chinese-style five-spiced
egg soup flavored with Isaan-style spices) and deep-fried sun-dried pork.

GAGGAN
68/1 Lang Suan Rd., 02-652-1700. Open
daily 6pm-midnight. BTS Ratchadamri.
www.eatatgaggan.com
Chef Gaggan Anand's name went
around the world when Asia's 50 Best
awared his eponymous restaurant No.
1 in 2015, a feat he repeated in 2016.
Each night, in a classically restored
house on Langsuan Road, the chef's
team offers a tasting menu where diners' expectations of Indian food are first
thrown overboard and then blown out
of the water by Gaggan's El Bulli-influenced creativity.

PASTE
3/F, Gaysorn Plaza, 999 Phloen Chit
Rd., 02-656-1003. Open daily noon2pm, 6:30pm-midnight. BTS Chit Lom.
www.pastebangkok.com
Two of Bangkok's most highly-regarded modern chefs, Bongkoch Satongun and Jason Bailey, have joined
forces with the aristocratic Sanitwong
family, descendants of King Rama II.
Paste's specialty is recipes from the
Sanitwongs' ancient cookbooks, with a
particular emphasis on curries. Try the
gang gai gorlae (Southern Thai-Muslim
curry with grilled chicken), made using
sous-vide, coconut-husk-smoked grilled
chicken.

SRA BUA BY KIIN KIIN
Lobby/F, Siam Kempinski Hotel Bangkok, 991/9 Rama 1 Rd., 02-162-9000.
Open daily noon-3pm, 6pm-midnight.
BTS Siam. bit.ly/1QXUENO
The only molecular gastronomy restaurant specializing solely in Thai food
in Bangkok, Sra Bua offers a complete
dining experience. The sister of Copenhagen's Kiin Kiin (the second Thai food
restaurant after David Thompson's
Nahm to win a Michelin star), Sra Bua
reconceptualizes dishes like red curry,
transforming it into an ice cream, while
dotting its tom yam soup with gelatinous pearls of lobster essence.

PASTE

GINZA SUSHI ICHI
LG/F, Erawan Bangkok, 494 Phloen
Chit Rd., 02-250-0014. Open Tue-Sun
noon-2:30pm; Tue-Sat 6-11pm; Sun
6-10pm. BTS Chit Lom. www.ginzasushiichi.jp/english/shop/bangkok
Bangkok's version of the acclaimed
Tokyo sushi specialist arrived in town
promising an unmatched dedication
to freshness. Each day the restaurant
flies ingredients in from Tsukiji Market
in Tokyo, even closing when Japanese
holidays will delay the next shipment of
fresh goods. Sushi lovers, grab a seat and
get your Instagram ready for fresh-fromthe-market omakase (chef's menu), or
order a la carte and marvel as the chefs
prepare each course in front of you.

SRA BUA BY KIIN KIIN
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RIVERSIDE

THE DECK

Arun Residence, 36-38 Soi Phatu
Nokyung, Maharaj Rd., 02-221-91589. Open daily 11am-4pm, 5pm-10pm.
www.arunresidence.com
Book in advance to get one of the best
spots at this hotly in-demand restaurant
right across the water from the Chao
Phraya’s star attraction, Wat Arun. The
menu of classic Thai dishes like beef massaman curry with roti and pad Thai is of
a bankable standard, but you can also
trust in their European grill and desserts.
Spread over two alfresco stories, we recommend you request the top tier.

ERR

SALA RATTANAKOSIN EATERY & BAR

394/35 Maharaj Rd., 02-622-2291. Open
Tue-Sun 11am-9pm. www.errbkk.com
The chef duo behind Bangkok's Thai fine
dining institution Bo.lan have brought
their expertise to a new genre of modern,
casual Thai cuisine. Their latest project,
Err, is set in a retro shop-house just down
the street from Wat Pho. Here they've
trained their chefs to whip up rejuvenated versions of Thailand's best drinking snacks. The menu comprises dishes
intended to be shared among friends
alongside cocktails.

THE NEVER ENDING SUMMER
41/5 Charoen Nakorn Rd., 02-8610953. Open Tue-Sun 11am-11pm; Mon
11am-2pm. www.fb.com/TheNeverEndingSummer
With its warehouse vibe and prime riverside
location within The Jam Factory, which
also houses a gallery space, architects offices
and book store, this kitchen dishes out food
made from starchitect Duangrit Bunnag’s
family Thai recipes, many of which are not
very common at all. Make sure you try their
nam prik (chili paste), which we find very
fragrant and deep in flavor. Plus, it’s served
with a big tray of local vegetables like pak
good and pak plang.

LE NORMANDIE

THE NEVER ENDING SUMMER

Mandarin Oriental, 48 Oriental Ave.,
Charoenkrung Rd., 02-659-9000 #7390.
Open Mon-Sat 7-10pm; Sat noon-2pm.
bit.ly/1P8dL5s
Possibly the most well-known fine dining
restaurant in Bangkok underwent a minor
revamp at the beginning of this year to ensure that it continues to set the standard for
service and cuisine among eateries with Michelin-star pretensions in Thailand. With its

panoramic river views and classical French
menu, the restaurant is currently helmed by
chef Arnaud Dunand Sauthier, who enjoys
a formidable resume after stints with culinary giants Georges Blanc, Marc Veyrat
and Emile Jung.

SALA RATTANAKOSIN EATERY & BAR
Sala Rattanakosin Hotel, Maharaj Rd., 02622-1388. Open daily 7-10:30am, 11am4:30pm, 5:30-10:30pm. bit.ly/1tgvouE
It might be a boutique hotel, but half of
this four-story renovated shop-house is
dedicated to wining and dining in full
view of the riverside's star attraction,
Wat Arun (Temple of Dawn). Pull up a
seat on the outdoor terrace to feast on a
menu that goes down two routes: one, elegantly plated Thai classics and regional
specialties; the other, Western bistro food
like crispy pork belly and tuna tatare. For
us, though, the highlight is its rooftop
bar—the perfect place for sipping a great
selection of cocktails.

SILOM

BENJARONG
Dusit Thani, 946 Silom Rd., 02-2009000 ext. 2345. Open daily 6-10pm;
Mon-Fri 11:30am-2:30pm. MRT Silom.
bit.ly/1nIQzEC
Recently rejigged by the former head
chef of Kempinski's Sra Bua, Benjarong
still offers some of the most old-school
versions of "royal Thai" favorites, but
gives them a little spin by adding European culinary methods and modernstyle plating. Part of longtime favorite
the Dusit Thani hotel, Benjarong also
has brisk service and a beautiful dining
room. To get a little bit of everything, go
for a seasonal tasting menu.

LE DU
399/3 Silom Soi 7, 092-919-9969. Open
Mon-Sat 6-11pm. BTS Chong Nonsi.
www.ledubkk.com
Once in a while, a Thai restaurant comes
around that manages to fuse classic Thai
food with modern Western techniques in
a manner that doesn't feel heavy-handed
or forced. Such is the case with Le Du,
headed by Chef Thitid Tassanakajorn, a
Thai chef with a degree from the Culinary Institute of America and stints at
11 Madison Park and The Modern in
New York. The menu changes seasonally and the wine list is sourced solely
from organic or boutique outfits.
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EAT ME
1/6 Soi Phiphat 2, Convent Rd., 02238-0931. Open daily 3pm-1am. BTS
Sala Daeng. www. eatmerestaurant.com
Ranked 23rd among Asia's 50 Best
Restaurants this year, this romantic and
minimalist restaurant doubles as an art
gallery. But the creativity isn't just on
the walls, as chef Tim Butler and team
precisely execute bold and memorable
dishes like spicy wagyu tartare featuring
fried quail egg and Northeastern Thai
spices. Round out your meal at Eat Me
with an equally surprising dessert like
the goat cheese ice cream with red wine
poached pear and honeycomb.

RUEN URAI
Rose Hotel, 118 Surawong Rd., 02266-8268/-72. Open daily noon-11pm.
BTS Sala Daeng. www.ruen-urai.com
Tucked down a small alley off Surawong, this century-old house showcases
a beautiful collection of antiques within
its teak structure. Paying homage to its
original owner, who was a herbal medicine practitioner, the menu incorporates
strong herbs and spices such as green
peppercorn, wild ginger, galangal and
turmeric. The presentation, too, is incredibly refined: carefully-crafted skewers, bite-size treats atop fresh petals and
delicately carved vegetables.

SATHORN

L'ATELIER DE JOEL ROBUCHON
5/F, Mahanakorn Cube, 96 Narathiwat Ratchanakarin Rd., 02-001-0698.
Open daily 11:30am-2:30pm, 6:3010:30pm. BTS Chong Nonsi. www.
robuchon-bangkok.com
This genius concept from Joel Robuchon, the most lauded French chef in the
world, takes the chain restaurant to its
most elegant extreme, giving diners the
feel of an upscale sushi bar while serving up impeccably-executed versions of
French favorites. The Bangkok branch
offers a red and black-accented dining
space that allows guests the chance to
see their food being made, and the menu
is studded by L'Atelier standards like
free-range quail stuffed with foie gras
and potato puree.

BLUE ELEPHANT
233 Sathorn Rd., 02-673-9353. Open
daily 11:30am-2:30pm, 6:30-10:30pm.
BTS Surasak. www.blueelephant.com
The flagship branch of the globallyknown Thai restaurant brand is housed
in a stunning colonial-style mansion with
a classic interior of dark rattan furnishings and authentic Asian artifacts. Chef
and owner Nooror Somany Steppe and
her team serve up royal Thai cuisine with
authentic flavor. While more modern Thai
restaurants have lately grabbed most column inches, Blue Elephant is still worth a
visit for both atmosphere and food.

THE DINING ROOM AT THE HOUSE
ON SATHORN
106 Sathorn Rd., 02-344-4025. Open daily noon-2:30pm, 6-10:30pm. BTS Chong
Nonsi. www.thehouseonsathorn.com
Passing through Chong Nonsi you can't
help but notice this beautifully restored
house in eye-catching canary yellow. The
building formerly housed Bangkok's
Soviet Embassy, but has been turned
into a den of indulgence by the W hotel, now offering eclectic dining, bespoke
cocktails and lavish parties. Chef Fatih
Tutak's experience working in kitchens
around the Asia-Pacific region results in
Asian-inspired creations like "Hunting
the Duck" (duck breast lying on splashes
of red pomegranate sauce and burnt onion powder as gunpowder).

SOMTUM DER
5/5 Sala Daeng Rd., 02-632-4499.
Open daily 11am-2pm, 4:30-10pm.
MRT Silom. www.somtumder.com
Not far from the bustle of Silom Road,
the restaurant brings typical street food
into a modern shop-house setting. The
menu focuses on somtam (a spicy Thai
papaya salad) and other classic Northeastern dishes. Not as sweet as Bangkokians usually like their somtam, the
flavors here are particularly authentic.
Do try the pork skewers marinated in
coconut milk and the wonderful deepfried minced pork balls. Their martinis
are also a highlight.

L'ATELIER DE JOEL ROBUCHON
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ISSAYA SIAMESE CLUB
4 Soi Sri Aksorn, Chuaphloeng Rd.,
02-672-9040-1. Open daily 11:30am2:30pm, 6pm-1am. MRT Khlong Toei.
www.issaya.com
Issaya is a refreshingly vibrant modern
Thai restaurant set in a beautifully restored house, whose upstairs includes
exquisite private rooms. Make your way
down the long driveway and through the
charming garden before finding a seat
among the bright blue walls and artifacts
emanating Thai heritage. All-star chef
Ian Kittichai's meticulously presented
menu brings dishes which are unique, yet
simultaneously truly Thai. The rich massaman curry prepared with tender lamb
shank is not to be missed.

NAHM
Metropolitan by COMO, 27 Sathorn Rd.,
02-625-3388. Open daily 7-10:30pm;
Mon-Fri noon-2pm. bit.ly/LJrSW2
Still considered the "must-go" destination of every aspiring foodie in Bangkok,
Nahm—helmed by Australian chef David Thompson—does Thai food made
with the very finest ingredients using
the most traditional methods. The most
popular offerings at Nahm are the set
menus, which usually feature dishes like
blue swimmer crab curry with fermented
rice noodles and the salad of fresh river
prawns and Asian pennywort served in
communal, Thai-style fashion.

ASOKE-PHROM PHONG

APPIA

20/4 Sukhumvit Soi 31, 02-261-2056.
Open Tue-Sun 6:30-11pm; Sun 11:30am2:30pm. www.appia-bangkok.com
Having ranked sixth in Bangkok's Top
Tables 2016 dining guide, this Italian favorite continues to delight thanks to its
deliciously juicy rotisserie chicken, flavorful porchetta with apple sauce and
some of the best homemade pasta in the
city. Also drawing in diners are the efficient, friendly service, discerning wine
list, rich desserts and charmingly rustic
decor, which combines wood paneling
with turn-of-the-century bistro chairs.

BAA GA DIN
Sukhumvit Soi 33, 02-662-3813. Open
Wed-Sun 6-11pm; Mon 6-11pm. www.
baagadin.com
One of a vanguard of restaurants that
seek to tweak tried-and-tested street
food favorites, Baa Ga Din presents a
modern twist to roadside specialties like
chicken wings and oyster omelets. The
brainchild of Thitid Tassanakajorn of
acclaimed fine-dining eatery Le Du, Baa
Ga Din also serves an inventive cocktail
menu in a friendly, bistro atmosphere
that lures large groups who want the
casual experience of Thai street food in
a more comfortable setting.

NAHM

ISSAYA SIAMESE CLUB

THE LOCAL

QUINCE

32-32/1 Sukhumvit Soi 23, 02-6643360-1. Open daily 11:30am-2:30pm,
5:30-11pm. MRT Sukhumvit. www.
fb.com/thelocalcuisine
A labor of love that aims to preserve
Thailand's culinary heritage, The Local offers authentic Thai dishes in a
century-old house. Hard-to-find specialties such as gang run juan (beef in
spicy herbal soup) and pla paak nam
(seafood in red curry paste) hail from
old Siamese recipes, handed down over
several generations and utilizing native
ingredients sourced from every region
of the country.

Sukhumvit Soi 45, 02-662-4478. Open
Mon-Fri 11-1am; Sat-Sun 10:30-1am.
BTS Phrom Phong. www.quincebangkok.com
Specializing in fuss-free plates that
are meant for sharing, Quince does a
unique twist on pan-European food
that aims to place its local, seasonal ingredients center stage. The dining area,
trussed out by neighboring Casa Pagoda, brims with a comforting-yet-faddish
faux-vintage style, and the Mediterranean-tinged menu is augmented by an
inspired wine list and cocktail menu.
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KHUA KLING + PAK SOD

SUPANNIGA EATING ROOM

98/1 Thonglor Soi 5, 02-185-3977.
Open daily 11:30-2:30am, 5:309:30pm. BTS Thong Lo. www.fb.com/
KhuaKlingPakSod
The occasionally surly service and
crowded premises are no hindrance to
the many Thais who cannot get enough
of the authentically Southern (read: riproaringly spicy) cooking here. Named
after one of Southern Thailand's most
popular dishes (the minced meat palaterouser known as "kua kling", traditionally served with a basket of greens to alleviate the spice), this longtime favorite
obviously serves a great pork iteration,
as well as a delicious version of stir-fried
stink beans with shrimp paste.

160/11 Sukhumvit Soi 55 (Thonglor),
02-714-7508. Open daily 11:30am2:30pm, 5:30-11pm. www.supannigaeatingroom.com
Based on old-style dishes drawn from
the owner's grandmother's recipes,
Supanniga (named after a flower that
flourishes in the Northeast) specializes
in food hailing from the family hometown of Trat, on the eastern seaboard,
and the Isaan city of Khon Kaen, where
the family now lives. Much-vaunted
dishes here include the moo cha muang
(pork with Guttiferae tree leaves) and
the nam prik kai poo (chili dip with
crab eggs). An additional branch can be
found at Sathorn Soi 10.

SEED

SEED

THE COMMONS

104 Sukhumvit Soi 39, 099-283-6363.
Open Tue-Sun 5:30pm-midnight. www.
seedbkk.com
With help from one of Bangkok's bestknown fine-dining chefs, Singaporean
Haikal Johari, Seed doles out refined
comfort food with an emphasis on
quality produce in a casual, rusticallyinclined atmosphere. But as well as
burgers, ribs and steak, you'll also find
dishes that bear a Gallic-Asian twist like
foie gras terrine with coconut and pineapple chutney and duck confit with carrot ginger puree and caramelized ginger.

335 Thonglor Soi 17, 089-152-2677.
www.thecommonsbkk.com
Good food takes center stage at Thonglor's loft-like, open-plan new community mall. Its ground floor spans vendors
including Maison Jean Philippe (bread),
Roots (coffee), Peppina (pizza), Meat &
Bones (ribs), The Beer Cap (craft beer)
and some spin-offs from Bao and Buns
(Taiwanese buns) and Baan Ying (Thai/
Western dishes). It's always packed
to the rafters with Bangkok's coolest
crowds, who, after dining, head upstairs
for shopping and desserts.

THONGLOR-EKKAMAI

BO.LAN

24 Sukhumvit Soi 53, 02-260-2961-2.
Open Tue-Sun 6-10:30pm; Sat-Sun noon2:30pm. BTS Thong Lo. www.bolan.co.th
Featuring fine Thai cuisine made using
traditional methods and the best ingredients, Bo.lan—an amalgam of chefcouple Bo and Dylan Jones's names—
has made a splash in the global dining
world with its aromatic curries, beautifully plated salads and artfully conceived menu. Adding to the allure is a
striking dining room, set in an old house
replete with tropical garden and close to
hipster thoroughfare Soi Thonglor. Try
the "Bo.lan balance," a menu which
changes along with the seasons.
56

BO.LAN

LADY BRETT
72 Courtyard, Sukhumvit Soi 55 (Thonglor), 02-392-7636. Open Tue-Sun 5pm12am. www.ladybrett.com
This moody, European tavern-referencing restaurant made its name dishing out
bold barbecue flavors and strong-pour
classic cocktails. But as well as all that,
you'll also find some wonderful tapasstyle small plates and flavor packed veggies. Don't miss the French-butter-laced
diamond clams in prawn broth or the
formidable fried chicken burger.

KHUA KLING + PAK SOD
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BREWING UP
A STORM
Meet the Thai beer brewers forging
one of the most exciting craft beer
scenes in Asia. by Vasachol Quadri
LET THE BOY DIE
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LET THE BOY DIE

angkok’s drinking scene never stops moving. If you
had been here one year ago, you would have seen this
city fall in love with the same craze for American craft
beers that’s taken the imagination of cities across the world.
Rogue Chocolate Stout and Deschutes Fresh Squeezed IPA
became obligatory staples at cool restaurants, and even Danish traveling brewery Mikkeller moved into town with a permanent beer bar in the hip Ekkamai neighborhood.
But now a whole new breed of Bangkok beer enthusiasts
are creating their own intoxicating homebrews, forging a potent local craft beer scene that, while sometimes flying close
to the law, is producing powerful flavors more than fit to rival
expensive imported bottles. A group of strong-willed local
hop-heads with the determination to challenge the country’s
biggest breweries have now managed to achieve two legally
certified craft beers, Chiang Mai Beer and Chalawan Beer,
as well as the country’s first Thai craft beer bar, Let the Boy
Die, in the face of tough laws governing alcohol production.
First a little background about ‘The Liquors Act.’ Since
1950, Thailand has only licensed mass-production beer factories turning out volumes of 100,000 liters per year, while
smaller operations needed to register as brew pubs and were
banned from bottling their product for retail—hence the rise
of lively breweries-slash-entertainment halls like Tawandaeng (a vast barn-style pub in the center of town packed with
rowdy but very friendly locals).
Wichit “Chit” Saiklao was one of the first to challenge that
order when he started brewing at his own Chit Beer microbrewery on Koh Kret, a sleepy, 3x3km island in the middle
of the Chao Phraya River, some 20km north of Bangkok. But
he’s also had to pay the price for doing what he loves. “I’ve
been caught and fined two times in this past three years for
making Chit Beer,” he explains. “I know their main concern
is the quality of what I’m doing, but there are also sensitive
business issues to do with taxing beer. I’m happy to pay tax
as long as this brewing thing can still happen. Making it legal
is my next step.”

MIKKELLER
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ESSENTIALS
Mikkeller Bangkok.
26 Ekkamai Soi 10, 02-3819891. Open daily 5pmmidnight.
www.mikkellerbangkok.com
German Tawandaeng.
Rama 3 Rd., 02-678-0092.
Open daily 11am-10pm.
www.tawandang.co.th
Let the Boy Die.
542 Luang Rd., 096-695-6281.
Open Tue-Sun 6pm-midnight.
on.fb.me/1WYj9Cu
Chit Beer.
66/1 Moo 1, Koh Kret, 089799-1123. Open Sat-Sun noon9pm. www.chitbeer.com
Mad Moa.
211/7, Chakkaphatdi Phong Rd.,
085-155-2601. Open Tue-Sun
6-11pm. www.fb.com/madmoa
Whiteline.
Silom Soi 8, 087-061-1117.
Open Thu-Sun 7pm-midnight.
www.fb.com/whitelinebangkok
Wishbeer Home Bar.
Sukhumvit Soi 67, 02-650-2113.
Open daily 5pm-1am.
www.fb.com/WishbeerBar
Bricks & Bone.
2 Rama 9 Soi 41, 091-0405174. Open Wed-Mon
5pm-midnight. www.fb.com/
Bricksandbone

TEP BAR

Despite this, Chit continues his work on Koh Kret, operating a small microbrewery which is open to the public
on weekends, complete with bar snacks like zesty chicken
wings, French fries and some legendary dry-rubbed ribs.
He even runs a Brewing Academy every Sunday, which requires booking a place well in advance due to hot demand.
Back in the city proper, other local labels making
names for themselves include Udomsuk Brewing, whose
Belgian Ale has a malty, smooth flavor; Sandport, which
makes a powerfully dark porter with notes of coffee and
sweetness; and Golden Coins, a Chinatown-born microbrewery which turns out a delicious stout with notes of
chestnut.
There are two hotspots to check out these labels. The
first, Mad Moa, is a tiny, Polynesian-themed restaurant
in the Old Town with a close relationship to Udomsuk
Brewing. It also does a damn fine menu of burgers and

Teens of Thailand.
76 Soi Nana, Charoenkrung Rd.,
081-443-3784. Open Tue-Sun
6pm-12:30am.
on.fb.me/1ppwMMm

ribs, as well as rum-heavy cocktails. The next place you
need to know is Junker & Bar in the Sathorn neighborhood. Better known as a gin bar, the easygoing space with
its bustling neighborhood crowd always packs a few local labels under the bar. Just remember that in both these
places you won’t find any of these bottles on the menu—
so ask the barman what he has in stock.
But the most exciting opening on the Thai craft beer
scene came late in 2015 when Avi Yashaya, a LA-born
beer enthusiast who’d been forging a local homebrew
community through events like Brewtopia at Whiteline,
teamed up with architect-turned-brewer Pieak Pipattanaphon of Golden Coins. Together they opened Let the Boy
Die: Bangkok’s first bar dedicated entirely to Thai-made
craft beers.
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“Let the Boy Die is my favorite quote from the American series Game of Thrones,” says the charismatic Pieak.
“It reminds me of the fear of doing something no one
has done before. That was my inspiration behind this bar.
Ever since I started Golden Coins I’ve wanted for brewing beer on a small scale to be legal in Thailand, and it
hasn’t happened until now. I started Let the Boy Die to
confront that problem.”
His partner, Avi Yashaya, continues: “After organizing
Brewtopia we learned there were a lot of new homebrew
players entering the scene every day. That’s great but it
doesn’t guarantee quality. We started Let the Boy Die to
pick the quality ones for customers.”
One way brands like Golden Coins are getting
round legislation is to brew their product in neighboring countries and have it shipped back to Bangkok
as a “foreign-made beer.” Right now, Pieak is working with a factory in Laos to try and make this happen. Once established, he’ll join other labels to go a
similar route like Chiang Mai Beer and Chalawan
in becoming the country’s first legal Thai craft beers.

JUNKER & BAR
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You’ll find Chalawan beer at the two restaurants of
hit chef-couple Bo Songvisava and Dylan Jones. While
Bo.lan regularly ranks as one of the very best restaurants
in Asia and only serves a tasting menu of devoutly authentic classic Thai dishes (and can take some advance
notice to get a table), their latest offering, Err, has a more
laidback nature, with an emphasis on high-quality Thai
drinking snacks (known locally as gab glam) which are
just perfect for a good beer.
Other spots in the city are also beginning to support
these local beer pioneers. Anyone fond of a good ale to
go with an amazing burger should know the tiny bolthole
near Asoke called Chef Bar, while more drink-focused
spots to have Thai craft beers on the menu include Wishbeer Home Bar, Bricks & Bone, Teens of Thailand and
Tep Bar.
And, says Avi Yashaya of Let the Boy Die, more are
joining them every week, along with new names trying
their hand at brewing their own beer. Though the speed
at which some of the new names are bringing their products to market raises concerns about quality, there is one
thing on which all discerning beer drinkers can agree:
“Not needing to rely solely on imports is a lovely thing.”

ESSENTIALS
Err.
394/35 Maharaj Rd., 02-6222291. Open Tue-Sun 11am-9pm
www.errbkk.com
Tep Bar.
69-71, Soi Nana, Charoenkrung
Rd., 098-467-2944. Open TueThu 5pm-midnight and Fri-Sun
5pm-1am
www.fb.com/TEPBAR
Bo.lan.
24 Sukhumvit Soi 53, 02-2602962. Open Tue-Fri 6pm-1am
and Sat-Sun noon-2pm and
6pm-1am. www.bolan.co.th
Junker & Bar.
454 Suanplu Soi 1, 085-1003608. Open 2pm-midnight.
on.fb.me/1Ud245n
Chef Bar.
Sukhumvit Soi 21, 080-0527332. Open 5pm-9pm, Sat
noon-3pm and 5-9pm.
on.fb.me/1S1pSpy

BRICKS & BONE
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NIGHTLIFE
From secret speakeasies
to rooftop bars, Bangkok's
after-dark scene has never
been so vibrant.
TEENS OF THAILAND
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DOWNTOWN

KU DE TA

39/F, Sathorn Square Complex, 98
Sathorn Rd., 02-108-2000. Open
Tue-Sat 6pm-3am. BTS Chong Nonsi.
www.fb.com/kudetabangkok
The Bangkok venue of this high-end
Asian nightlife brand consists of several
bars and clubs tied together by a slick,
exclusive feel. Ku Bar provides a sultry
spot for nursing a cocktail; later in the
evening, head to the Club Lounge for DJ
sets, or Soundgarden for live music.

LE CAFE DES STAGIAIRES
142/21 Sathorn Soi 12, 081-207-3077.
Open Tue-Sun 11:30-2am. BTS Surasak.
www.fb.com/csbangkok
If you’re looking for an easygoing spot
that reminds you of trips to Europe,
this colorful Sathorn hotspot is the
place. Founded by five college friends
in Shanghai back in 2011, the bar
expanded to Bangkok in late 2015.
It packs a stunning booze collection,
giving you plenty of inspiration to mix
your own drink. Head upstairs if you
want to stay for dinner, or grab a seat
on the outside terrace to mingle with
Bangkok’s Gallic expats.

MAGGIE CHOO'S

SMALLS

Underground/F, Hotel Novotel Bangkok Fenix Silom, 320 Silom Rd., 02635-6055. Open Mon-Thu 7:30pm2am; Fri-Sun 8pm-3am. BTS Surasak.
www.fb.com/maggiechoos
This elegant bar evokes colonial outposts, the Pax Britannica of Queen
Victoria, the decadence of opium or
gambling dens, steamy exoticism (and
steaming dumplings on your way in),
James Bond movies and gentlemen's
clubs. You can usually expect some
kind of entertainment: a band, a DJ accompanied by a percussionist and beautiful ladies in cheongsam dresses lazing about. The cocktail menu is sweet,
fruity and aromatic.

186/3 Suanphlu Soi 1, 095-585-1398.
Open Wed-Mon 7pm-midnight. www.
fb.com/smallsbkk
This laidback, late-night bar is split
over three rickety levels of an old corner
townhouse where the owner’s prized
collection of contemporary art matches
with a hands-off approach to restoration. Book in advance if you want to
nab a seat with a view on the rooftop
terrace. Or head downstairs to knock
back shots of absinthe (the house specialty) and mingle with a hard-drinking
after-work crowd of expats and locals.

RED SKY

33/F, Fraser Suites Sukhumvit, 38/8
Sukhumvit Soi 11, 083-542-1111.
Open daily 6pm-2am. BTS Nana. www.
aboveeleven.com
This bar and restaurant doesn’t just have
great views of the city going for it; there’s
also an adventurous menu of JapanesePeruvian fusion (aka Nikkei) cuisine. Small
plates like acebichado rolls (seabass, ika
karage, avocado) and skewers of anticucho
beef heart are bettered only by the signature
cocktails. Note that if you’re sitting at the
bar you’ll have your back to the skyline, so
it's worth booking a table in advance.

SUKHUMVIT

ABOVE ELEVEN

55/F, Centara Grand at CentralWorld,
999/99 Rama 1 Rd., 02-100-6255.
Open daily 6-11:30pm. BTS Siam.
www.centarahotelsresorts.com/redsky
The 55th-floor view from Centara's
rooftop puts this bar in the same league
as high flyers like Vertigo at the Banyan
Tree. Alfresco dining and drinking takes
place under a swooping, red-lit arch,
while chef Hugo Coudurier's seasonal
menus spotlight classic, rich steak dishes. Don't miss the truffle-infused wagyu
beef tenderloin Rossini—a menu staple
and proven crowd-pleaser.

HAVANA SOCIAL
Sukhumvit Soi 11, 087-066-7711.
Open daily 6pm-2am. BTS Nana.
www.fb.com/havanasocialbkk
Going for a '40s-50s Havana high-life
vibe, this hidden bar specializing in rum
is Cuban pastiche done right: shuttered
windows, spare lighting and crumbling
walls spruced up with colorful tiles, murals and live Afro-Cuban music. The entrance is tucked inside a small alley opposite Fraser Suites. Find the telephone
booth labeled "Telefono," then call the
place (on your modern-day smartphone)
for the night's unique entry code.

Q&A

RABBIT HOLE
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235/13 Sukhumvit Soi 21, 02-6641445. Open Mon-Sat 7pm-2am.
MRT Phetchaburi. www.qnabar.com
Hidden inside a little alley, this speakeasy-style bar comes courtesy of the local cocktail specialists behind many of
the best drink menus in town, and succeeds where many others fail to conjure
the feeling of a secret drinking society.
The long, narrow space replicates a

classic railway carriage dining car, while
the bar will serve you roughly 100 signature drinks—all expertly poured.

SING SING
Sukhumvit Soi 45 (next to Quince),
097-285-6888. Open Tue-Sun 8pm-2am.
BTS Phrom Phong. www.fb.com/Sing
SingTheater
Prolific Bangkok-based Aussie designer
Ashley Sutton's (Maggie Choo’s, The
Iron Fairies) expresses his Chinoiserie
fetish here in a Hollywood vision of
1930s Shanghai that’s all lanterns, red
lighting and elaborate metal screens.
The petite dance floor acts as a hub for
a network of mezzanines, sunken bars
and Sutton's trademark warren of secret passages leading to single-table balconies and speakeasy-style backrooms.
Look for the drinks containing Iron
Balls, Sutton’s own gin.

THONGLOR/EKKAMAI

BEAM

1/F, 72 Courtyard, Sukhumvit Soi
55 (Thonglor), 02-392-7750. Open
Wed-Sat 8pm-2am. BTS Thong Lo.
www.fb.com/beamclubbkk
Home to Asia's first "body kinetic"
dance floor that shakes vibrations into
dancers’ feet, this club guarantees you’ll
feel the rhythm as you dance in a minimal, warehouse-style setting that keeps
things raw, casual and loud. With state
of the art sound and visual equipment,
the lounge area, dubbed the Dalmatian
Room, promises easy-going electronic
beats while the main room upstairs
brings energetic, deep house and techno
tracks from live DJs.

DARK BAR / LIGHT ROOM
2/F, Ekamai Mall, Ekkamai Soi 10, 02381-9896, 090-528-4646. Open TueWed 9.30pm-2am; Fri-Sat 9.30pm-2am.
www.fb.com/darkbarbangkok
This late-night bar looks like a room
from a mansion that's been left to rot.
Half-a-dozen or so chandeliers drape
from the ceiling (throwing out dark,
moody lighting), while the walls are a
decaying mix of black paint, bare brick
and plaster. Also look out for the retrofuturistic neighboring bar Light Room,
which is owned by the same people and
only opens for special events.
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THE IRON FAIRIES

RABBIT HOLE

402 Sukhumvit Soi 55 (Thonglor),
02-714-8875. Open daily 6pm-2am.
www.fb.com/ironfairiesbkk
Designed by Ashley Sutton (of Sing Sing
fame), The Iron Fairies is like no other
bar in Bangkok—a Dickensian factory
with crumbling brick walls and a scattering of ancient, industrial machinery
that by day is used to make miniature
metal fairies. After relocating to much
larger premises in 2013, the bar has set
up a solid list of live blues and jazz bands
who perform nightly. Be sure to try the
powerful signature cocktails.

125 Sukhumvit Soi 55 (Thonglor),
081-822-3392. Open Tue-Sun 7pm2am. www.fb.com/rabbitholebkk
A new addition to the bar scene of one of
Bangkok’s liveliest nightlife districts, and
one that breaks the monotony at that.
Step inside the inconspicuous wooden
door wedged between Ainu Japanese
bar and Ramen Ajisai and you’ll find a
charming, red-lit narrow bar staffed by
two veteran Diageo World Class cocktail
competition winners. As well as pouring
all the classics, they also dish out some
sexy numbers of their own like the fatwashed White Truffle Martini (Tanqueray gin infused with white truffle oil).

OCTAVE
45/F, Marriott Hotel Sukhumvit, 2
Sukhumvit Soi 57, 02-797-0140.
Open daily 5pm-2am. BTS Thong Lo.
www.fb.com/OctaveMarriott
The bar’s trendy-but-mature vibe is
accentuated by striking views from the
top floor of the Marriott Sukhumvit
hotel. The first level features a long
balcony filled with sculpture-like sofas,
above which are a couple of private
rooms and a third tier with 360-degree
views around a circular bar. DJs play
not-too-loud funky house to a crowd
of young executives and hotel guests
drinking classic cocktails with slight
twists. The food focuses on Asianthemed bar snacks.

CHAROENKRUNG/
CHINATOWN

BAMBOO BAR

1/F, Mandarin Oriental, 48 Charoenkrung Soi 40 (Oriental Avenue.), 02659-9000. Open daily 5pm-1am. BTS
Saphan Taksin. ow.ly/YXGu8
Opened back in 1953, this hotel bar
is one of the city’s oldest live jazz institutions. Singers take the mic at 9pm
daily, accompanied by music from a
baby grand and surrounded by framed
portraits of jazz legends who’ve passed
through over the years. What’s more,
the bar also does some of the best cocktails in town, whether it's signature classics like the Mekhong rum-laced Thaijito or elaborate, molecular concoctions
like the Raspberry Nitrogen Sorbet.

BAMBOO BAR

LET THE BOY DIE

TEENS OF THAILAND

542 Luang Rd., 096-695-6281, 082675-9673. Open Tue-Sun 6pm-midnight. goo.gl/Plk2fQ
The crumbling walls, hanging plants
and warm lighting give this shop-house
bar a charming and homey vibe, perfect
for a casual night out with some locally
brewed beers accompanied by indie-pop
or live three-piece jazz. Here, you’ll find
a small selection of Thai-made homebrews on tap such as X Beer Sean Suk
IPA and Triple Pearl white pearl alongside the owner’s own brew, Golden
Coins (see page 51). The drinking food
is pretty hearty, like the Californianinspired Dead Boy beef burger, which
comes with blue cheese, mushroom, carrot and cabbage slaw and spicy mayo.

76 Soi Nana, Charoenkrung Rd., 081443-3784. Open Wed-Sun 6pm-midnight.
MRT Hua Lamphong. ow.ly/YXHI8
Hiding behind a rugged wooden door
is this small, moody bar belonging to a
who’s-who of Bangkok’s art and nightlife
scene, from fashion photographers and
party organizers to mixologists and musicians. The real highlight is the vast collection of gin, from the must-try Hanami
(the house pour) to the locally distilled
Iron Balls and more. The decor is basic,
mixing old shop-house charm with racy
photographs. Our tip: tell the barman
what kind of cocktail you like and let him
make something new for you.

SOULBAR
945 Charoenkrung Rd., 085-2455922. Open Wed-Sat 7pm-12.30pm.
www.fb.com/livesoulbarbangkok
Tucked in a small shop-house not
far from Chinatown, this simple but
tastefully turned out bar plays host to
live soul and funk bands every TueSat. The venue has been renovated in
a simple loft-like style with a lot of
empty space, putting the focus squarely on the live bands.
SOULBAR

TEP BAR
Room 69-71, Soi Nana, Charoenkrung Rd.,
098-467-2944. Open Tue-Thu 5pm-midnight; Fri-Sun 5pm-1am. fb.com/TEPBAR
MRT Hua Lamphong
This restored shop-house has plenty of
raw appeal, and specializes in potent
cocktails mixed with Thai fruits, herbs
and spices. There's also a good line of
home-infused ya dong (Thai herbal
whiskey) as well as a kitchen dishing
out Thai tapas (and a few classics like
pad Thai). Come nightfall, enjoy your
meal while Thai musicians take the
stage to play traditional music from the
Central region.
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SHOPPING
AROUND
Where to discover the best local fashion
finds in the city. By Vasachol Quadri

THE SELECTED
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ESSENTIALS
Thai Designers Zone, The
Selected, The Wonder Room
and Gin & Milk at 3/F, Siam
Center , Rama 1 Rd., 02-6585000. Open daily 10am-10pm.
BTS Siam
Qurator
2/F, The EmQuartier, 651
Sukhumvit Rd., 02-269-1000.
Open daily 10am-10pm. BTS
Phrom Phong
Thai Thai Zone
2/F, Central Chidlom, 1027
Phloen Chit Rd., 02-793-7000.
Open daily 10am-10pm. BTS
Chit Lom
Siwilai
4/F, Central Embassy, 1031
Phloen Chit Rd., 02-160-5809.
BTS Phloen Chit
Dancing Riot
228 Siam Square Soi 2, Rama 1
Rd., 02-658-4863. Open daily
noon-9:30pm. BTS Siam. www.
fb.com/dancingriot

KLOSET

B

angkok’s local design scene has never been more exciting. Not only
are the big shopping malls embracing homegrown labels as well as
luxury heavyweights, but cool new independent openings and multilabel stores are also bringing hot fashion finds to neighborhoods which should
be on every visitor’s must-visit list.
Start your shopping spree in the central district of Siam. The huge shopping
mall projects may look at first sight like they’re dedicated to all the biggest high
street and luxury names, but inside you’ll discover a wealth of Thai-designed
treasures—if you know where to look. Our favorite is Siam Center, which has
made its name by gathering the coolest Thai design talent into one place and is
hands-down the best place to shop for local fashion brands. As well as industry
leaders like Greyhound, Soda and Flynow, you’ll also find a younger, new wave of
brands like Kloset, Senada and Milin.
Lately, Siam Center has also welcomed three wonderful multi-label stores:
design-focused The Selected, women’s fashion specialist The Wonder Room
and the latest men’s fashion offering Gin & Milk. Each of these serves as a
different platform for emerging Thai designers to display their goods in one
of the most popular shopping malls in the city. Hot picks for women include
Rouge Rouge accessories, Isawan bags, Estro locally-branded cosmetics, Canitt
womenswear and OLVD by Olivia Diamonds jewelry, while guys should be
sure to check out the Timo trunks and Container bags at The Selected and
cool menswear like SSAP and Leisure Project at Gin & Milk.

ISSUE
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FEATHERSTONE

The success of Siam Center’s focus on homegrown
fashion has encouraged other shopping malls to do the
same. Away from the Siam area at EmQuartier, you’ll find
the Qurator, whose highlights include Lalalove London,
Vatanika and Commit a Sin.
At Central Chidlom, don’t miss the Thai Thai zone,
which is filled with hot womenswear like Pitchana, Tutti
and Patinya and is located in the walkway connecting
Central Chidlom to its more luxurious neighbor, Central
Embassy. Here you’ll find the super-premium concept
store Siwilai, which as well as stocking a few local brands
like JBB (collegiate men’s basics like chino shorts, plain
tees and blazers) and Thakoon (luxurious, statement
womenswear), also has some exclusive Thailand-focused
collaborations with the world’s biggest luxury names, like
a range of denim shirts designed with preppy French label
Kitsune, and a collection of book-shaped clutches from
Olympia le Tan featuring the covers of classic Thai novels.
But you’d be mad to visit Siam and only stick to the malls.
Right opposite Siam Center is Siam Square, a network of
11 alleyways of miniscule shops rented to independent
fashion brands and restaurants. The area is like a nursery
for Thai designers, many of whom have gone on to become
internationally recognized. Highlights include the original
branch of cult men’s and women’s ethnic-inspired label
Issue, cute womenswear specialist Dancing Riot and
dapper men’s shoe-maker Mango Mojito.
66

One of the latest additions to the neighborhood, SOS
(Sense of Style), specializes in womenswear labels sourced
from Bangkok’s many young designers who would
otherwise rely on platforms like Facebook and Instagram
to get their products recognized. We simply love the
day-to-night womenswear from Haatiya and Waranarin
Design, shoes from Thara and Silverie and bags from
Xotique and Partita in B.
SOS has also branched out to the upcoming shopping
hot-spot of Thonglor. More famous for its chic
restaurants and hip bars, the neighborhood has recently
welcomed a few exciting openings focusing on both cool
new local designers as well as super-hard-to-find vintage
treasures. Our favorite is Statement, a multi-label shop
on Thonglor Soi 11 run by a group of shopaholics with a
sharp eye for day-to-night womenswear. Some brands not
to miss include Pin & Tux, Ensemble, Anaman and Chatt
Material. But it’s not all about womenswear. The stylish
formal men’s accessories like bow-ties, pocket squares,
bracelets and lapel pins from Rams make excellent
keepsakes or gifts for guy friends back home.
While you’re in the Thonglor area, also make sure
you check out neighboring street Ekkamai, where as
well as to-die-for little vintage stores like (Un)Fashion,
you’ll also find a perfectly curated selection of bohemian
accessories at Featherstone. The shop doubles as a cafe,
so drop by for a pick-me-up latte before checking out
the vast range of well-priced fringed bags, rattan totes,
earrings and other jewelry.

ESSENTIALS
Mango Mojito
Siam Square Soi 2, Rama 1
Rd., 02-252-5945. Open daily
noon-9pm. BTS Siam. www.
fb.com/mangomjt
SOS (Sense of Style)
Siam Square Soi 1, Rama 1
Rd., 096-154-6469. Open
daily 1-9pm. BTS Siam. www.
fb.com/sos.senseofstyleshop
Statement
Thonglor Soi 11, 02-003-6973.
Open Mon-Fri 11am-10pm
and Sat-Sun 11am-11pm.
BTS Thonglor. www.fb.com/
statementofficialbkk
(Un)Fashion
3 Ekkamai Soi 10, 02726-9592. Open daily
noon-9pm. www.fb.com/
unFASHIONVINTAGE
Featherstone
60 Ekkamai Soi 12, 097-0586846. Open Tue-Sun 10:30am10pm. BTS Ekkamai. www.
fb.com/statementofficialbkk

STATEMENT
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SHOPPING
From luxury malls to
bustling markets, Bangkok
offers unlimited retail
opportunities.

THA MAHARAJ
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THE EMQUARTIER

THA MAHARAJ

651 Sukhumvit Rd., 02-269-1000.
Open daily 10am-10pm. BTS Phrom
Phong. www.emquartier.co.th
This new shopping mall is part of a B20
billion restyling of the Phrom Phong area
as Em District, a development of premium
hotels, offices, residences and entertainment facilities. The result is packed with
high-end boutiques including flagship
stores from MCM, Jimmy Choo, Valentino, Sephora and A Bathing Ape, plus cult
Asian brands Style Nanda (Korea) and
Beams (Japan). The striking development
also features a 40-meter-high man-made
waterfall.

1/11 Trok Mahathat, Maharaj Rd., 02866-3163-4, 090-926-5265. Open daily
10am-10pm. www.thamaharaj.com
This themed community mall looks to
recapture the charm of the Old Town's
architecture. The riverside pavilion consists of over 50 open-air restaurants and
shops spread over seven buildings styled in
keeping with the area's former reputation.
There's also a riverside promenade and
community garden. As well as shops dedicated to fashion and beauty, you'll also find
specialists in antiques and Thai amulets.

RIVERSIDE

TALAD ROD FAI

ASIATIQUE

ASIATIQUE

SHOPPING CENTERS

CENTRAL EMBASSY

1031 Phloen Chit Rd., 02-119-7777.
Open daily 10am-10pm. BTS Phloen
Chit. www.centralembassy.com
Phloen Chit's luxury mall dedicates
eight floors to retail shops from some
of the world's most exciting fashion
brands, including Ralph Lauren, Tom
Ford, Christian Louboutin and Jil Sander. Food-wise there are a host of highend local restaurants alongside popular
eateries from around the world, such
as dessert bar Chikalicious from New
York and French patisserie Paul. There's
also a deluxe cinema on the sixth floor,
where you can lie down under a duvet
and enjoy a glass of wine.

CENTRALWORLD
4, 4/1-4/2, 4/4 Ratchadamri Rd., 02635-1111. Open daily 10am-10pm.
BTS Chit Lom. www.centralworld.co.th
This massive shopping complex is home
to seven floors, or 550,000 sq meters,
of restaurants, cinemas and stores. It's a
good spot for top brands like Topshop,
Gap and Uniqlo, as well as Thai favorites like Singha Life and Disaya. It's
attached to Zen, a trendy department
store; Isetan, a Japanese department
store; and Centara Grand, a high-end
hotel with a rooftop bar.
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SIAM CENTER
979 Rama 1 Rd., 02-658-1000 ext
3500. Open daily 10am-10pm. BTS
Siam. www.fb.com/SiamCenter
The four-story mall right by the BTS
is home to some of the very best Thai
fashion brands. Most of them are concentrated on the third floor. Greyhound
offers contemporary clothing with a
focus on menswear, while Senada features classically feminine pieces. Other
brands worth checking out include Milin (youthful yet sexy), Fly Now (sophisticated, tailored) and Disaya (playful
and edgy). Be sure to also drop by The
Selected multi-label store.

SIAM PARAGON
991/1 Rama 1 Rd., 02-690-1000, 02610-8000. Open daily 10am-10pm.
BTS Siam. www.siamparagon.co.th
The Siam area's original luxury shopping mall isn't just about super-premium fashion brands like Marc Jacobs,
Hermes and Dolce & Gabbana. There's
plenty of more affordable Thai and international brands, too, plus the city's
biggest Kinokuniya book store, a huge
selection of restaurants on the ground
floor. In the basement, you'll also find
Sea Life aquarium (see page 64), while
up top is an Imax theater.

2194 Charoenkrung Rd., 02-108-4488.
Open daily 5pm-midnight. Free ferry from
Sathorn Pier. www.asiatiquethailand.com
The first shopping center to sit on the riverbank is themed according to the city’s
architecture of old. It includes over 1,500
boutiques covering quirky fashion and intriguing souvenirs, as well as a variety of
eateries, beer gardens and wine bars. The gigantic venue is also home to a ferris wheel,
restaurants and stage shows. We recommend the seafood at Baan Khanitha.

MARKETS

Sri Nakarin Soi 51, 081-827-5885.
Open Thu-Sun 5pm-1am. www.fb.com/
taradrodfi
This vintage market is home to small
stalls selling all sorts of retro bric-a-brac,
from antique toys and vinyl to secondhand clothes and cameras. There are also
plenty of vintage-inspired bars and cafes.
To reach it, take the BTS to Udomsuk and
then take a taxi. Don't be put off if all you
see on arrival is plastic junk—the best
finds are at the back of the market. There's
also a smaller, more accessible branch near
MRT Thailand Cultural Center.

OP PLACE

CHATUCHAK WEEKEND MARKET

30/1 Charoenkrung Soi 38, 02-2660186. Open daily 10:30am-7:30pm.
BTS Saphan Taksin. www.opthai.com
This luxury mall oozes charm from the
sweeping wooden staircase to the antique
lift. The plushly-carpeted halls are home
to high-end boutiques selling rare antiques
from across Southeast Asia, handcrafted
jewelry, bespoke tailors and fine art galleries. The Ashwood Gallery on the third
floor is particularly striking. There’s also a
free shuttle service to the neighboring OP
Garden, which houses yet more galleries,
restaurants and high-end boutiques.

Next to Chatuchak Park, Kamphaeng
Phet Rd. Open Sat-Sun 6am-6pm. BTS
Mo Chit/MRT Kamphaeng Phet. www.
chatuchak.org
Chatuchak weekend market can be
a daunting shopping experience. The
sprawling web of 15,000 stalls is one of
the world's largest markets, spread over
a 70-rai plot of land. You'll find anything
from food, furniture, books, plants, clothes
and antiques to puppies and exotic pets.
Section 3, just outside the Kamphaeng
Phet MRT station, is the most design-forward part of the market, home to both established and up-and-coming Thai artists.

RIVER CITY
23 Trok Rongnamkeang, Yotha Rd.,
02-237-0077. Open daily 10am-10pm.
BTS Saphan Taksin. www.rivercitybangkok.com
The third and fourth floors of this riverside mall are packed with boutique stores
selling the very best in Thai and Southeast
Asian art, antiques and artifacts. Once
you're done shopping, you can also take
advantage of the collection of bars and
restaurants on the ground floor, which
offer great river views out on the terrace.

FLOATING MARKET
Damnoen Saduak, Ratchaburi, 03-2241023. Open daily 9am-11am
At Thailand's most famous floating market, you can experience photogenic scenes
straight from tourism brochures of canals
packed with rowing boats. The market
has been a trading spot for fresh fruit and
vegetables for several decades and the
best way to explore is still to get on a boat
and get among the hustle and bustle. It's
two hours from Bangkok, so enquire with
your concierge to book a driver.
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YUNOMORI ONSEN & SPA

WELLNESS
Relax, unwind and get
pampered at Bangkok's leading
spas and beauty clinics.

WHERE GUEST B OOK
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I.SAWAN RESIDENTAL SPA & CLUB

SPAS

HEALTH LAND
96/1 Ekkamai Soi 10, 02-392-2233.
Open daily 9am-11pm. www.healt
hlandspa.com
Set in a grand, Thai-style building in
front of Ekkamai Soi 10, this is considered one of the best spas in Bangkok
thanks to its clean facilities, well-trained
staff and wallet-friendly prices, accounting for its local popularity. Unlike most
street-side massage shops, its Thai massages are done in private rooms. There
are seven other branches in Bangkok.

I.SAWAN RESIDENTIAL SPA & CLUB
5/F, Grand Hyatt Erawan Bangkok,
494 Ratchadamri Rd., 02-254-1234.
Open daily 9am-11pm. BTS Chit Lom.
ow.ly/YXHYs
When celebrated Taiwanese designer
Tony Chi created this club-style hotel spa, he made it one of Bangkok’s
most beautiful wellness retreats. The
indoor-outdoor setting feels more like a
jungle resort than a city spa, featuring
six residential spa cottages, nine treatment bungalows, a hair salon and a nail
bar—not to mention a modern fitness
center, squash and tennis courts plus a
25-meter pool.
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YUNOMORI ONSEN & SPA

PUTTHARAKSA AESTHETIC

64 Sukhumvit Soi 31, 02-262-2122. Open
daily 10am-10pm. www.oasisspa.net
Set in a stylish compound, this spa’s cool
white exterior gives way to 15 treatment
rooms decorated in a Thai Lanna style.
The King of Oasis is best suited to men
and features a two-hour hot Thai herbal
muscle compress and a hot oil massage.
Women can opt for the two-hour Queen
of Oasis, which blends Swedish and aromatherapy massages. They also have
other a la carte and package treatments
for hair, body and face.

A Square, Sukhumvit Soi 26, 02-2595778. Open daily 9am-midnight. www.
yunomorionsen.com
Thailand's first onsen (Japanese hot
spring bath) is the real deal, meaning men must go commando, while
women get the option of disposable
undies (men and women bathe in separate sections). If this concept is new to
you, fear not, there are cartoons detailing the whole procedure. The water is
said to be sourced from a hot spring in
Ranong: choose from carbonated, hot,
cold or jet-equipped baths to increase
blood flow and rejuvenate your skin.

1535 Sukhumvit Rd., 02-391-6336.
Open Mon-Sat noon-8:30pm. BTS Phra
Khanong. www.puttharaksa.com
Using its own, in-house developed products, the clinic says its signature Acne
Care package not only protects skin
from break-outs but also helps reduce
acne scars. Other treatments include
Absolute Brightening for skin rejuvenation and Rejuvenation Complex, during
which a machine exercises the flesh deep
within your face. Doctors are present at
the clinic from 2-8pm daily.

SPA AT FACE
29 Sukhumvit Soi 38, 02-713-6048.
Open daily 10am-8pm. BTS Thong Lo.
www.facebars.com
Tucked away within a beautiful compound of wooden Thai houses, this spa
takes you on a trip back in time thanks
to its traditional setting and a series of
massages and therapies that utilize oldschool principles. One of the most popular is the Wat Pho Healer, named after
the famous Thai massage school. Continue the mood with a drink at the Face
Bar after your treatment.

AESTHETIC CLINICS
AND INTERNATIONAL
HOSPITALS

ASTER SPRING

G/F, Terminal 21, Sukhumvit Soi 19, 02-1080501. Open daily 10am-9pm (last treatment
7:30pm). BTS Asok. ow.ly/YXHPu
This international chain of skincare
and health spas combines German
techniques and products to provide effective facial and body treatments. The
philosophy here is no-frills and nononsense, just good skin products that
offer real results.

SAMITIVEJ HOSPITAL
133 Sukhumvit Soi 49, 02-022-2222. Open
daily 24 hours (call ahead to make an appointment). www.samitivejhospitals.com
Should you ever find yourself in need
of medical attention, Samitivej Hospital
is one of the best facilities in Thailand.
The hospital boasts 270 beds and 400
specialists across a full range of different
wards, as well as multilingual staff catering to various nationalities. There are
now Samitivej hospitals across the country, but the Sukhumvit branch, opened in
1979, was the first.
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SIGHTS AND
ATTRACTTIONS
Stunning temples, museums, galleries and
fun-filled activities for kids of all ages.

GRAND PALACE

WHERE GUEST B OOK
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MUSEUMS, TEMPLES &
PALACES

GRAND PALACE

Na Phra Lan Rd., 02-623-5500
ext.3100. Open daily 8:30am-3:30pm.
www.grandpalacethailand.com
Construction on the royal residence
of the first king of the current Chakri
Dynasty began in 1762, and the complex is split into three zones: the Outer
Court, where you'll find Wat Phra Kaeo
and the Emerald Buddha, Thailand's
most sacred Buddha image; the Middle
Court, which contains the Dusit Maha
Prasat and Chakri Maha Prasat buildings; and the Inner Court, former residence of the royal consorts. Be sure to
get there early before the day is too hot.

VIMANMEK
16 Ratchawithi Rd., 02-628-6300.
Open Tue-Sun 9:30am-4:30pm. www.
vimanmek.com
First-time visitors will most likely already be in awe of the beautiful garden
inside the palace gates, but step inside
the sprawling complex and you'll realize you can easily spend a whole day
here, walking around the 31 exhibition
rooms and taking in some of Thailand's
most prized photographs and artifacts,
as well as King Rama V's (1853-1910)
personal belongings ranging from elegant antique furniture to rare foreign
memorabilia. But it isn't just the museum's displays that will catch your
eye—the gorgeous teak building boasts
a great deal of nostalgic charm.

NATIONAL MUSEUM
4 Na Phra That Rd., 02-224-1404,
02-224-1333. Open Tue-Sun 9am-4pm
Once the king's second palace in the
18th century, this gorgeous, if rundown, property houses some of the
most impressive architecture, art and
antiques in the country. In addition to
historic pieces from the Dvaravati Srivijaya to Sukhothai and Ayutthaya periods, the museum features regional arts
like Indian Gandhara, Chinese weapons, and ancient ceramics and musical
instruments from many Southeast Asian
countries.

WAT MANGKON KAMALAWAT
423 Charoenkrung Rd., 02-222-3975.
Open daily 6am-6pm.
Built way back in 1871, this temple,
whose name means dragon lotus, was
the first and remains one of the most
important Chinese temples in Bangkok,
especially during Chinese New Year
and the annual vegetarian festival (held
in September or October). It contains
Buddhist, Taoist and Confucian shrines
representing the broad mix of religious
heritage that can be found in Chinatown
and the place is usually bustling with locals making offerings to their ancestors.

JIM THOMPSON HOUSE & ART
CENTER
Soi Kasem San 2, Rama 1 Rd., 02-2167368. Open daily 9am-6pm. BTS National Stadium. www.jimthompsonhouse.com
The former home of a CIA agent and
the savior of Thai silk, Jim Thompson,
is a beautifully preserved complex of
six traditional Thai-style houses from
all over the country, containing his art
and antique collection of sculptures,
paintings and porcelain. There is also an
exhibition space, restaurant and shop.

SUAN PAKKAD
352-354 Sri Ayutthaya Rd., 02-2461775-6 ext 229. Open daily 9am-4pm.
BTS Phaya Thai. www.suanpakkad.com
Opened to the public in 1952 by its
former royal residents, this complex
of eight Thai-style houses was Thailand's first public museum. It showcases
sculptures, furniture and traditional
instruments from the Rama V period
that belonged to Prince and Princess
Chumbhot of Nagara Svarga, as well
as artifacts from the collection of King
Chulalongkorn's son.

NATIONAL MUSEUM

WAT PHO
2 Sanam Chai Rd., 02-255-4771. Open
daily 8am-6:30pm. www.watpho.com
Located next to the Grand Palace and
founded in the 16th century, this is one
of the oldest temples in Bangkok, home
to the 43-meter-long reclining Buddha
and credited as the birthplace of Thai
massage. The temple massage school
still runs today, meaning visitors can
get some of the most authentic massage
anywhere in the city. They also run short
courses for anyone who'd like to learn
for themselves.
JIM THOMPSON HOUSE & ART CENTER
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ATTRACTIONS & KIDS’
ACTIVITIES

BOUNCE THAILAND

5/F, The St. Ratchada, New Ratcha
dapisek Rd., 02-014-2446. Open daily
10am-10pm. MRT Thailand Cultural
Centre. www.bounceinc.co.th
At Asia's biggest trampoline park, you
can bounce about in a giant room packed
with 80 interconnecting trampolines—
whether it's for serious exercise or simply
to have some fun. The Free Jumping zone
lets you ping around at leisure or practice some pro moves, while the Bounce Fit
zone shows you just about the most fun
way possible to keep in shape. Kids can
join too (aged three and above), with the
Mini Bounce Zone offering a safe environment for them to play.
MUSEUM OF CONTEMPORARY ART

GALLERIES

MUSEUM OF CONTEMPORARY ART
(MOCA)
Room 499, Bejajinda Building, Wiphawadi-Rangsit Rd., 02-953-1005-7.
Open Tue-Fri 10am-5pm; Sat-Sun
11am-6pm. www.mocabangkok.com
This 18,000-sq-meter, five-story building in the north of Bangkok is Thailand's biggest private museum and first
significant permanent modern art collection open to the public. The works
are nearly all post 1970s, and mostly
post 1990s even, with plenty of realism
and surrealism depicting rural life, religious Buddhist scenes or mythological
motifs from the Ramayana. The highlight is the fourth floor's four rooms
dedicated to the late Thawan Duchanee,
Thailand's most renowned contemporary painter.

H GALLERY
201 Sathorn Soi 12, 085-021-5508.
Open Wed-Mon 10am-6pm. BTS
Chong Nonsi. www.hgallerybkk.com
Set in a beautiful, late-19th century,
wooden building, H Gallery's exhibitions represent emerging contemporary
Asian artists and are curated by Brian
Curtin, one of the foremost experts in
this field. One of Bangkok's more daring art spaces, it's not afraid to host
provocative or controversial work.

100 TONSON GALLERY
100 Soi Tonson, Phloen Chit Rd., 02684-1527. BTS Ratchadamri. Open
Thu-Sun 11am-7pm.
One of the foremost contemporary art
galleries in Bangkok, 100 Tonson regularly welcomes such high-profile artists
as Rirkrit Tiravanija (see page 38). The
gallery's greatest pride is its ability to
take Thai artists abroad, and it was the
first Thai gallery to be present at Art Basel, in Switzerland. Located in a beautiful modern building down a leafy soi,
100 Tonson was designed by renowned
French designer Christian Liaigre.

FLOW HOUSE BANGKOK
A Square, Sukhumvit Soi 26, 02-1085210. Open daily Mon-Fri 2pm-11pm,
Sat-Sun 10am-11pm. www.flowhousebangkok.com
The big attraction at this urban water
park is its FlowRider, a wave machine
that lets you try your hand at standup
surfing and bodyboarding. Entry is
completely free, while use of the wave
machine is charged by the hour including equipment and instruction. Other
facilities include a plunge pool, games
like pool, ping pong, darts and foosball,
plus an on-site cafe.

RAJADAMNERN BOXING STADIUM
1 Ratachadamnoem Nok Rd., 02-2814205. Open Sun 3-5pm, 6:30-11pm;
Mon,Wed, Thu 6:30-11pm. www.raja
damnern.com
At Thailand's most famous Muay Thai
stadium, dating back to 1941, foreigners get seated ringside while the outer
seats are occupied by hard-gambling
locals—as much of a spectacle as the
fighting. It's also the definitive place to
witness genuine, championship Thai
boxing bouts. The beautiful art deco
building holds matches for both amateurs and professionals three days a
week. For ticket reservations, visit rajadamnern.com.

SEA LIFE
B1-B2/F, Siam Paragon, 991/1 Rama 1
Rd., 02-687-2000. Open daily 10am-8pm.
BTS Siam. www.sealifebangkok.com
Tucked in the basement of Siam Paragon, one of Southeast Asia's biggest
aquariums is home to over 30,000 marine creatures and 400 aquatic species.
The aquarium also offers family-friendly interactive activities such as diving
with the sharks, 5D cinema experiences,
creature feeding, back-of-house visits
and even real ocean walks in wetsuits.
Be sure to check activity times prior to
your visit. We also recommend making
advanced reservations, as there are limited spots for each activity per day.

BANGKOK ART AND CULTURE
CENTRE (BACC)
939 Rama 1 Rd., 02-214-6630-8. Open
Tue-Sun 10am-9pm. BTS National
Stadium. www.bacc.or.th
Set in the bustling Pratumwan area just
across the road from Siam Square and
MBK, this public art center has become
a popular hot-spot for the people of
Bangkok. Aside from the contemporary
art exhibitions, BACC also contains
small, design-centric stores, ranging
from cafes and restaurants to book
shops. The top floor also boasts a movie
theater, complete with a decent-sized
stage for live performances.

BOUNCE THAILAND
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Save 20% on Your Next Vacation in Thailand with Best Western
Best Western is giving you the chance to stay for longer, and for less, in Amazing Thailand!
With our BEST DEALS promotion, guests can save 20% when booking two consecutive nights
at any participating hotels and resorts across Thailand throughout 2016.
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bestwesternasia.com
Start planning your next trip to discover more about Best Western in Thailand
Facebook.com/BestWesternAsia |
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